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Board Approves Addition
For Calloway High School

t

RESCUE SQUAD TO HOLD ROADBLOCKS

The Calloway Rescue Squar will have roadblocks at three
intersections in Murray on Sunday from eleven a.m. to six
.m. soliciting funds for the expenses of the squad.
Roadblocks will be at 12th and Sycamore, 12th and
Chestnut, and 12th and Main. Motorists are urged to use
caution when approaching these intersections while the
roadblocks are in progress.
Persons who made pledges to the Squad are asked to please
honor them by sending their checks or money orders to P.0.
Box 612, Murray, Ky. 42071.

No Additional Taxes
Required For Project

The Calloway County Board of enrollment has grown to a total of
Education has approved an 775 students in grades 9-12.
At the present time, due to
addition to the Calloway County
High School and has instructed limited space, typing cannot be
its architects, Gresham & Kerr made available to all students, a
Associates of Paducah, to spokesman said. with an additional typing room all students
proceed with the plans.
The new facilities will provide will have the opportunity to take
for a business education room a typing sometime during their
physical scitnce laboratory, an high school careers."
Presently, physcial science and
art room, necessary connecting
art are being taught in regular
corridors and locker space.
Upon completion, this building classrooms with no running
The Murray High School
program will help to relieve an water or storage space available.
Parent-Teacher Association will
overcrowded condition at the The construction of these rooms
have its annual Back to School
County High School. The present will up-grade these programs
Night meeting on Monday, Ocbuilding was designed for 550 tremendously.
tober 4.
high school students. This year, The cost of this addition will be
Membership registration will
borne by the Board's Capital
,rt at 6:45 p.m. in the lobby and
Outlay Fund and requires no
regular meeting will convene
additional taxes from the
at 7:15 p.m. in the school
residents of the Calloway County
auditorium. The regular schedule
Between the Lakes. Land Between the Lakes is a 170,0011-aere
School District, board members
A view from a Land Between the Lakes overlook, looking west
of classes of the students will be
Isthmus between Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley in western
said.
across Kentucky Lake and Eggner's Ferry Bridge on U.S. Highfollowed by the parents.
Members of the Kiwanis Club
Kentuciv and Tennessee being developed by the Tennessee
ways 68. Just across the bridge is the entrance to Kenla #0 State
Officers of the PTA are Mrs.
were told the background of the
Valley Authority as an outdoor recreation area and conPark, one of Kentucky's popular resort parks. Just below this
Ken Adams. president; Mrs.
conflict between the Arabs and
servation education center.
overlook is a paved airstrip that serves both Kenlake and Land
Kenneth Adams, vice-president;
the Israelis by Farouk Umar,
Mrs. James Bramley, secretary;
of the Political Science
chairman
Mr. and Mrs. Max Brandon.
GEORGE R. EFFINGER
Department of Murray State
treasurers.
Grand Master
University, at their regular
meeting last night at the Murray
Woman's Clubhouse.
Joe Pose introduced the
who discussed several
speaker
cent a year, Proxmire said.
finance ministers and bankers
that people have Two persons were treated at
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Sen.
misconceptions
The international implications winding up their annual meet- FT. POLK, La.—Private First
"It is not a the emergency room of the
William Proxmire, D-Wis., reconflict.
this
of
Class Ronnie R. Hargrove, son of
of the U.S. economic revival ing in Washington today.
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but
commended today repayment
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program which Nixon an- Treasury Secretary John B. Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Hargive,
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World
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Organized
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has
freeze.
planted a garden but all that
to drop its 10 per cent import Training Center, Infantry Ft.
Kentucky, Free and Accepted Communist party in Arab .Highway 121 Bypass.
came up was the pumpkins that estimated the total at more
surcharge in exchange for Polk, La.
Masons, will be in Murray on countries
although they are Barry Thomas of Almo Route
Ray planted. Below is Ray with than half a billion dollars.
A 1968 graduate of Calloway
meaningful progress by other
One, age 19, passenger suffered
Master's
Proxmire,
chairman
of
the
attend
Past
October
4
to
from Russia.
aid
accepting
his prize which weighs 33 pounds,
removing County High School, he attended
countries
toward
an
injury to the right arm, acHouse-Senate
Joint
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105
F
&
night
of
Murray
President Durwood Beatty
Is 41 inches around and 16,,,2 inMurray State University.
barriers to U.S. imports.
AM.
presided at the meeting. Two cording to hospital officials.
ches tall. Ray's parents are Mr. Committee and a critic of much Evangelist Johnny Tallent of Connally appeared before the
The meeting will be held at 7:30 guests of the club were Cliff Jerry Lee Knight, 216 South 12th
FARMINGTON SHOOT
and Mrs. Harold F. Elkins of of President Nixon's new Louisville, will be the guest Senate's International Trade
economic
program,
told
a
news
p.m.
on Monday October 4 and Atwood from Hopkinsville and Street, Murray, driver, was
Farmington
speaker for revival services at subcommittee this morning to The Beta Club of
Route Seven Mayfield which is
examined and released, hospital
actually near Lynn Grove. Good conference he felt wage in- Memorial Baptist Church Oc- discuss the results of the week- High School will have a turkey Grand Master Effinger will John Randolph of Murray.
officials said.
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from
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and
7:30 each
pkin grower.
Fund meeting. He reiterated
tively. Those provided for after The evangelist, a native of
Howard McNeely is Master of
executive board of the were a 1971 Dodge Dart four door
The
p.m.
to
six
p.m.
the U.S. position by submitting
the freeze ends should also be Charlotte, North Carolina, is a
Murray Lodge 105 F & AM.
Almo School PTA will meet sedan driven by Ann Thompson
for the subcommittee's record
paid, he said.
All member of the local Lodge Monday, October 4, at 1:30 p.m. Wood of Murray Route One
graduate of Furman University a text of his Thursday speech
Whether to allow pay in- and Southern Baptist Theological
are urged to be present on this at tthe school.
Mrs. M.D. and a 1971 Datsun four door
creases to be paid retroactively Seminary. While a student a
night and visitors are welcome to McGinnis, president, urges all sedan owned by Lassiterattend..
is one of the chief questions Furman he met and married Ann
McKinney Datsun and driven by
board members to attend.
confronting Nixon as he consi- Gellespie.
Knight, according to the report
ders at the Florida White House Rev. Tallent has had 11 years of
filed by the officers of the Murray
this weekend the details of his pastoral experience. In April of
Police Department.
Phase 2 policy that will follow 1970 he entered the field of full
Police said the Wood, car,
the end of 90-day freeze next time evangelistic work. He has
headed north on U.S. Highway
month.
641 North, started to turn left onto
preached in many crusaders,
On the basis of recent youth meetings, and Bible conHighway 121 Bypass,and collided
International
By
United
Press
HIGBEE
By ARTHUR
back of the Communist offen- with the Datsun going south on
hearings by his committee, ferences. He will be coming to
Locally heavy rains were
South sive," said Maj. Gen. Nguyen 641. North. The Datsun was
SAIGON ( UPI)—A
Proxmire proposed a ethase 2 Murray after preaching in a
Vietnamese commander said Xuan Tinh, commander of the knocked against a untility pole
program under which Nixon seven day series of services in expected in portions of North
Carolina and Virginia today as
today government troops with South Vietnamese 25th Infantry after the collision, according to
would have power to use "legal Greensboro. Nrth Carolina.
massive U.S. air support had Dvision.
action to stop or reduce price Tommy wikiris will be the the remnants of former Hurrithe police report.
cane Ginger moved through the
"broken the back" of a major The big guns withdrawn from
increases" considered excessive
Damage to the Dodge Dart was
area.
A
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storm
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North
Katum were escorted toward on the front and to the Datsun on
by a presidentially appointed
heavy
expected to bring locally
along the Cambodian border Tay Ninth 50 miles north of the rear and left side.
wage-price board.
snows to some mountain areas
designed to disrupt the South Saigon by the 1,000-man 2nd
The intersection at 12th. and
The board he envisioned
Another collision occurred at
of the West.
Vietnamese election Sunday.
Chestnut streets was paved the would have power to police
Squadron of the American Ilth 12:11 p.m. Thursday on South
eastern
Heavy rains doused
But the North Vietnamese Armored Cavalry Regiment.
other day by the highway Price increases of concentrated
12th Street at Story Avenue
Bro. S. T. Skaggs
North Carolina in the wake of
surrounded'and kept up a
department Also the shoulders industries where a handful of
American B52s today pounded between a 1966 Ford two door
the hurricane, posing a further
heavy bombardment of an North Vietnamese troop concen- Mustang driven by Agnes
of Sycamore street were treated corporations set prices for the
danger to the crops in the farm
isolated American outpost on trations in support of the allied Loudean Austin of
with tar and chat. This latter nation and for industries faced
Mayfield
belt, which took a multimillion
the Cambodian border. One GI counteroffensive as the Commu- Route Five, and a 1962 Chrysler
work improved the appearance of by inflation-creating shortage of
dollar beating from the winds.
has been killed and 32 wounded nists kept up harassing attacks two door hardtop driven by Huie
the street and lessons the danger materials.
However, winds from the storm
at the post, Fire Base Pace, against South Vietnamese bases James Warren of Murray Route
Under Proxmire's proposal,
. of driving on this street.
diminished considerably today.
since the Communist offensive around Krek, a rubber planta- Six.
workers would be permitted
Heavy rains were expected in Brother S. T. Skaggs of began last Saturday.
ct ;mantic()on Page F'ourteen
tion town which has been the
future wage increases equal to
City Police said Warren, going
central and eastern North Tallapoosa, Georgia will be the
The overall situation along center of the fighting for five north on South /2 Street, started
one-half of the percentage
revival
ser4ces
evangelist
for
VirCarolina and southeastern
the Cambodian border 85 miles days. But the tempo of the to change lanes of traffic, and
increase in the annual cost of
being held at the Scott's Grove
ginia today.
northwest of Saigon was sm North Vietnamese shellings had failed to see the Austin car in _the
living plus the full amount by
A moisture laden storm in Baptist Church beginning Sun- improved that American forces fallen off sharply.
which productivity grew. Proleft lane.
Utah resulted in heavy snow day, October 3 and continuing were able to withdraw a long On the political
ductivity is output per man
front, Vice
Damage to the Ford was on the
through
Friday,
October
8.
warnings for most of northern
Kentucky: Partly cloudy east hour —a measure of efficiency.
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northwest
central
miles
fair
due
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of
generally
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15
Fire
and
That could permit annual
"National Convention of People the left side.
western Wyoming. Heavy snows at the 11 o'clock hour Sunday Five Base Pace.
west through Saturday. Chance wage increases of about 5 per
Against Dictatorship" convened
This makes a total of fifty-three
morning
and
at
each
evening
were also expected in portions
of showers east portion mainly cent and result in an inflationaRev. Johnny Tallent
"I think we've broken the today at a government guest accident reports filed by the
service
at 7:30 throughout the
Montana.
of
southern
afternoon
this
east
extreme
house six blocks from President Murray Police Department
ry rate of no more than 2 per music leader for these services.
Three inches of snow covered week.
through Saturday. Not much
Nguyen Van Thieu's Indepen- during the month of September in
The Memorial Church Choir will Salt Lake City, Utah, early Brother Skaggs, a native of Howard Kline Undergoes
temperature change. Highs
dence Palace in Saigon. Pro- the city of Murray.
FREEDOM
be providing special music in today while two inches of snow Martin, Tenn., received his
LOSES
HIPPIE
Surgery At Nashville
today and Saturday mid-80s to
Thieu demonstrators who gathDALLAS (UPI )—George Hall addition to various individuals blanketed the western portion theological training in Kentucky
low 90s. Lows tonight mostly in
ered outside were dispersed by
hippie.
GAS LIGHT BROKEN
and groups. The Baptist Student of Yellowstone National Park in Baptists Schools and has served
describes himself as a
Kline, owner of Kline's
Howard
60s.
Dick George of Canterbury
U pastor of several churches in Grocery at New Concord, un- police using tear gas.
He doesn't smoke. He takes a Union Choir will sing Tuesday Montana.
Estates notified the Murray
social drink now and then. He night.
Rains also dampened portions the state among them being West derwent surgery at the Baptist
Police Department at 8:58 a.m.
Morning services will be held of North Dakota and Minnesota. End Baptist Church of Padlicah Hospital. Nashville,Tenn., today. NEWSBOY DAY
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Partly cloudy Sunday with
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.
marry an old woman. children birth through three will to the Great Basin and the He also is a very successful
wouldn't
TURKEY AND HAM SHOOT
Scatscattered showers west.
In issuing the proclamation
TWO CITED
I've never been sick in my be open each night. Everyone is Northern Plains.
evangelist having preached in
A turkey and ham shoot will be
tered showers over the state
Thursday,
Nixon
said
the day
invited to attend these special Fair weather prevailed over revival meetings in many
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a
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Early morning *emperatures according
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bride out of it, but she insisted the Dial-A-Devotion program ranged from 27 at Cut Bank, spokesman.
driving while intoxicated at 8:0
p.m., sponsored by the Kirksey
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50s.
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economic good of tke United
His wife, the former Mary I phone 753-44111 on Thursday and Mont., to 81 at CorpOS Christi The public is invited to attend p.m. and one for public
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Ten Years Ago Toda_y_
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

The Murray-Calloway County Airport was named Kyle Field by
members on the Airport Board in honor of the late Verne 0. Kyle,
original member of the board and an ardent supporter of an
Calloway County.
airport for Murray and
Murrax High School won over Fulton 20 to 6 in Murray's
homecpming garnt ,:...yed at Holland Stadium.
Mrs.'Ruby Pool has been named "Business Woman of the
Year" by members of the Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club.
Mrs. Maggie Woods was elected worthy matron and Buel
Stall as worthy patron of Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
the Eastern Star.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Sgt. Elbert L. Morgan, Jr., of Model, Tenn., nephew of Mrs.
Ernest Stalls of Murray, was reported killed in action in Korea on
September 6.
Mrs. Joe Boyce, age 70, died September 29.
The Southern Bell Telephone Company's improvement and
expansion program for Murray shows 300 telephones added in the
past two years.
•
Julia Fuqua of Murray is a member of the A Capella Choir at
Murray Satate College with Robert laar as director.
Miss Juanita Williams of Belleville, Ill., spent the weekend
with relatives in Murray.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
The Lord is good; his mercy is everlasting; and his truth endureth to all generations.—Psalm 100:5.
New systems come and go, but whatever of truth they possess,
by the everlasting mercy of God, shall endure through all
generations.

Isn't it The Truth!
by" Carl Riblet Jr.
We may be nearing the highest plateau of the Rowto Age. We learned how to cook and how to sew, how
to tap dance and how to whistle through our teeth, to
it- say nothing of hundreds of other how-tos. Now we
are about to learn the most important how-to of all--how to save our republic from those who would
fi show us how to save our democracy.
"Freedom exists only where the people take
care of the government."
—Woodrow Wilson
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"Turned On" Wedding

"I do," solemnly spoken by
.- bride and groom, is usually
;enough to make a legally valid
!
. - marriage. But suppose one or both
of the parties is -turned on,"
either by drugs or by alcohol. This
may create a situation once de- scribed as follows by Euripides:
'The tongue hath sworn, but
, the mirei is unsworn."

alcoholic stupor at the time of
the wedding.
But the girl pointed out that he
had continued to cohabit with her
for several days after he had
sobered up. Result: annulment
denied, because the marriage had
been "ratified" by subsequent
events
What if one of the parties, although in good shape at the wedding itself, had concealed the fact
that he was an alcoholic or a dope
addict? Under these circumstances, most courts will grant art
annulment to the spouse who has
been deceived.
Thus, a bride won an annulment when she discovered after
the nuptials that het bridegroom
was a heroin addict. The court
said this was the kind of vital information that, in all fairness, any
bride had a right to know.
An American Bar Association
public service feature by Will
Bernard,

' Marriage is a contract—a special kind, to he sure, but a contract nonetheless. The key to a
contract is mutual assent, a meeting of the minds_ And a mind not
competent to assent is not competent to make a contract, no
matter chat the tongue says.
How clear must the mind he?
The law's test is whether the person is able to understand the
nature of a marriage contract at
the moment he says -I do." If he
is not, the nVarriage may he an:nulled.
• But intoxication short of that
will usually be overlooked Since
the law gives matrimony the benefit of the doubt. courts generally
----"settt not grant an annulment
merely because the bride or the
groom was a little high
Furthermore, even if one of the
parties was indeed "out of it" at
the time of the wedding. the marriage may become valid because
of what happens afterward. Take
this case:
A man married a girl he
scarcely knew, as the climax of a
protracted drinking party. Seeking en annulment later, he pleaded in court that he had been in an
rT
,

Individual Plays Prominent
Roll In Business Of Spying
By PHIL NEWSOM
tion over the British action his own scheduled visit to Red
UPI Foreign News Analyst
must be taken simply as part China.
If not the world's oldest
The United States has let it
act.
profession, then spying must be of the
In 1970 the Soviets awarded a be known that aights by U.S.
close to it.
military medal and the Order drone spy planes over China
Even in this age of automaLenin upon George Blake, a have been halted.
of
tion and electronics, the indiviagent who escaped in
double
role
dual still plays a prominent
1966 from Britain's Wormwood
The Almanac
in the business of one nation
—so Scrubs prison. The awards cited By United Press International
another
upon
spying
Today is Friday, Oct. 1, the
prominent indeed that it takes his "selfless activity."
Electronic Spying
274th day of 1971 with 91 to
a story like Britain's ouster of
Electronic spying
is so follow.
105 Soviets at one fell swoop
commonplace
as
to
be
taken
for The moon is between its first
eyebrow.
an
raise
even to
quarter and full stage.
So recognized is the spy's granted.
For example, electronic devi- The
stars are
morning
role in international affairs that
floors
the
ocean
ces
litter
Saturn.
and
Mercury
indignant
very
even,gets
no one
reporting
the
passage
of The evening stars are Venus
about it.
For example, last April potential enemy submarines. and Jupiter.
Richard Helms, director of the American and Soviet spy-in-the- On this day in history:
Central Intelligence Agency, sky satellites regularly photo- In 1885, special delivery mail
told newspaper 'editors meeting graph each others' and Red setvice went into effect in the
in Washington of the "major China's military and nuclear United States, restricted to
and vital" role U.S. intelligence installations.
least
4,000
of
at
towns
Russian trawlers report on
would have to play in any
population.
agreement reached in the U.S.- the U.S. Apollo space program. In 1903, the first World Sgries
Despite the almost open
Soviet SALT talks on limitation
started in Boston. The Boston
nature of international spying,
of strategic weapons.
team of the American League
real
He said the United States it is rare that a
beat Pittsburgh of the National
could undertake such an accord international incident develops. League in eight games.
One
such
came
in
the
U-2
"only if it has adequate
In 1908, Henry Ford introintelligence to assure itself that incident of 1960 when the duced the Model T.
the Soviets are living up to Soviets shot down the spy plane In 1962, James Meredith
piloted by Francis Gary Powtheir part."
became the first Negro to
ers.
It broke up a Big Four
So
far
as
it is known the
enroll at the University of
IS HE STILL FOLLOWING LIS?"
Russians made no protest to this summit meeting in Paris and Mississippi.
slur upon their gentlemanly prevented a visit by President
Eisenhower to the Soviet Union.
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, conduct.
A thought for the day:
President Nixon's administraMANAGEMENT AND CIRspying
Mass Production
American statesman Daniel
CULATION: Date of filing Oc- The British case involved a tion is taking nit chances that a
Webster said, "Thank God, I
tober 1, 1971. Title of Publication, certain amount of usual British similar incident might prevent also am an American."
Ledger and Times. Frequency of sportsmanship. The Soviets'
issue, daily except Sunday. mushrooming spy activities in
Location of known office of Britain were said to have been
publication, 103 North Fourth known also to the Labor
®00311:17r;itit
Street, Murray, Calloway
50'
government of Prime Minister
County, Ky., 42071. Location of Harold Wilson which preceded
the headquarters of general the
present
Conservative
offices of the government under Edward
business
THIS IS A PERFECT EXAMPLE
publisher, 103 north Fourth Heath.
Street, Murray, Calloway
The British had suggested to
County, Ky., 42071. Names and the Russians in a quiet way
Why don't people just say what they mean instead of using addresses of publisher, and
several times that they should
figures of speech that are actually meaningless. Dad said the managing editor, James C.
cut back on their spying and
whole idea of ambigueous speech "blew his mind".
Williams, Murray, Kentucky, Heath apparently acted only
I suppose people feel they need something to make their con- news editor, Gene McC'utcheon,
after the Russians seemed to
versations more meaningful, fearing that by itself, their con- Murray, Kentucky. Owner (if
indicate spying was among
versation is rather dull. For example,in describing a woman who owned by a corporation, its name
their international privileges.
is quick to lose her temper and speak before thinking, she is said and address must be stated and
It was a large figure, as a
to have a "sharp tongue". Her tongue, upon a closer examination also immediately thereunder the
matter of fact, comprising
would, indeed, not be sharp, but rather flat and blunt, covered names and addresses of
approximately 20 per cent of all
with taste buds. Taste is the manifestation of the tongue.
stockholders owning or holding 1 the RUSIMAIMAI in Britain, diploOne fine fellow said thepolltielionhad "sensed rue heart out" that percent or more of total amount matic, business, tourist or what
morning, and was lifeless at the conclusion of the speech. Dad of stock. If not owned by a corhave you. On an international
answered by saying,"That's what usually happens when you lose poration, the names and adscale, it almost took the spy
your heart." The observant fellow then said that Dad was dresses of the individual owners
business out of the individual
"Thick".
must be given. If owned by a category and placed it in mass
Dad's isn't thick. He's rather slim, so he pointed this fact out, partnership or other unin- production.
and was promply told he was "as green as a gourd". Dand isn't corporated firm, its name and
So well established is the spy
green, he's pink, but right now growing red. Dan looked straight address, as well as that of each
at that fellow. The fellow, noticing Dad changing appearance individual must be given.) business, that Russian indignasaid,"I believe you are as 'rough as a cob'.
Ledger and Times Publishing
**
Dad isn't rough, he's smooth and gentle, except now, he's red Company, Inc., 163 North 4th St., *e
LATE SHOW FRI. & SAY. 11:30 p.m.
and angry. The neighbor, watching Dad "like a Hawk", decided Murray, Kentucky. James C.
t AdUltS AIL *
he
it was time to go; so he took off -like a blue streak". C"
Williams, Murray, Kentucky;
SHOWS *
superman in the first adult super spectacl
first
Dad said that ambiguous terms were terms or figures of speech Mrs. James C. Wiliarns, Murray,
that wern't very clear, and the world was just full of such tings. Kentucky.; Mrs. W. P. Williams,
MAIN saillgirt6m
"Dad," I answered, "This article is a perfect example of the Paris, Tennessee. Known bondpoint that you are making.- After saying that, I, being very little, holders, mortgages, and other
became "quite as a mouse".
security holders owning or
Bob Little holding 1 percent or more of total
amount of bonds, mortgages or
other securities If there are
none, so state) NONE. Total No.
WHY PRAISE TOMORROW
copies printed (netpress run),
COLOR
average No. copies each issue
during preceding 12 months, 6172,
Single issue nearest to filing date,
We plan to live,
6250.
Lay patterns to come,
Paid circulation: Sales through
CANDICE BERGEN
THEATRE
Fret for patience,
dealers and carriers, street
Open 7 p.m. & 1 p.m. Sat & Sun
REHR STRAUSS
vendors and counter sales
Looks like rain,
average No. Copies each issue
TONITE thru TUESDAY
during preceding 12 months,
But now is now,
3051; Single issue nearest to filing
Odle
Better learn to live,
date, 1129. Mail subscriptions,
By living now,
an alan j Dakula
average No. copies each issue
IINIC UR • PANAISiiili'
Rain falling is living!
during preceding 12 months, 2938.
'IoductIon
.rf I !,,IRAC PF [f AC(
God exist as we,
Single issue nearest to filing *
In the present tense.
date,2938. Total paid circulation,
Nitely at 7:30 & 9:30
Thomas Perkins average No. copies each issue
during preceding 12 months., * plus 2:00 Sat. & Sun.
SUNRISE ON THE SQUARE
5989.
Antilwit taSTIMAX
Early shift, Monday Morning
Single issue nearest
Back to the grind, day is yawning
to filing date, 6067 /
Breakfast hurriedly, step on the gas,
./
Make it to school for that first class.
Free distribution (including
sample) by mail, carrier or other
Open 7:O0 friir
MURRAY
As my youngster shuts the car door
means, average No. copies each
DRIVE
7:15
Start
We've completed the day's.rst chore
IN
,
12
issue during preceding
Fewer cars now on Main Sir
months, 158; Single issue nearest
TONITE
thru
SATURDAY
Not a policeman on the beat
to filing date, 158. Total
distribution, average No. copies
VARIETY*
Up two blocks to circle and turn
eaçls issue during preceding 12
The business district I would spurn
(Mon.
April 20)*
t'unths, 6147; Single issue
Suddenly looked up and became aware
"Pornography: Copenhagen 197G
/nearest to filing date, 6225.
Of the sunrise over the square.
Office use, left-over, unac- *is not "Pornography in Denmark,*
*although only the filmmakers *
counted, spoiled after printing,
*themselves could possibly care *
Peaceful, quite and early too
Average No. copies each issue *about the
difference.
In the hazy, crystal blue
during preceding 12 months, 25; *
Neither should be confused*
Sunrise shining on morning dew
Single issue nearest to filing date, *with "Sexual Freedom in Den- *
Sparkles, clean, fresh, and new
25. Total, average No. copies *mark," a much better and
each issue during preceding 12 *more serious film.
Can this be the very same one
Plus Second Adult *
months, 6172; Single issue *
At mid-day in the boiling sun
nearest to filing date, 6250.
Where finding a park isn't fun
tif ACKW:
I certify that the statements
The car ahead gets the last one
rnadeby me above are correct
fCTURE *
James C.
and complete.
TWATSIOWS
But when the day has just begWi
NO ODE UNDER
Williams.
NRY71s
II ADMITTED
Murray High firstbell bps naig
F'
Drive straight on up /thoroughfare
• n./.4773/ *
• lik6
Britain puts tuft 443 copies 'Ati SLUSHING
COLOS,SrL73:
RUSE PREVIEWS
„1 newspapers per 1,0(N) of its
And see the sunrise Over the square
Nitely at 7:45
p,,pulation, says the U.N. HuBy Anne Frances Jones
* plus 2:15 Sot. & Sun .•
i ational, Scientific and CulturIN EASTMAN
Rte. 7
*tote Show Fri& SatII:00
al Organization (UNESC( ).
•rir••**iitt••**4•41
Murray, KY.
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This is Willard
and his friend Ben.
Ben will do anything
for Willard.

2fte movie you should not see alone.

Glofief ow(
•SwiPtSvibrd
t ASiegFried

Fonda

clonald iuthedand

DANSK

SEXUALITET

Vh000
4_LACE"

4
HOME BREW - - Drinking
his first pint of English
beer since his kidnaping by
Uruguayan guerillas nine
months ago, Sir Geoffrey
Jackson, shown with his
wife, enjoys every drop at
the Guinea Pig_ club in East
Grinstaiid, England. Jackson had.- been under doctor's orders to drink no
beer since his release in
Montevideo Sept. JO.'
-
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Wife do(
about tra
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Abi

DEAR ABBY: When
makes remarks like, "I
in his wife for a new
automobile." Abby, we'
don't think this kind of t
"1909 rugdel." I'm not ve
comeback for him when
one?

DEAR OLD: Tell yo
model is "new" doesn't
he's priced a 1909 Rolls

DEAR ABBY: My s
and out of necessity she
ages 10 and 12. They are
selves to be responsible a
My sister refuses to
ment She says she's af
leave the door unlocked a
Abby, the boys get a
er doesn't get home until
have to hang around the
a pair of stray dogs unl
apartment building is lo
the hall without a key.
I've pleaded with my
are no friends or relative
stay with I'd let them 'st
and they live in the Brom

DEAR UNCLE: You
about the safety of her
should realize that the b
side. In ansy case, she sb
pable of having a key
prove they are.

DEAR ABBY: I shan
One has a habit which is
breathes very loudly. It
only it's louder and much
We complained to the
It. She told him she cot
asthma, and he believed
attract attention because
ately stops her heavy hr
she can hear what's bail
"asthma" can be control!i
How can we shut her
typewriters

DEAR LOUISVILLE:
tug sounds is with ear phi
bear the telephone, the
talks to you but if you bel
Mg sounds just to attract
so much attention that the
wants to get some work

What's your problem!
your chest Write to 481
10069. For a personal

re

envelope

For

4bby's

booklet. "

send St tu libby. Box 071

Plans Completed I
Miss Brownfield
For Her Wedding

Miss Mary Lee Brownl
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Brownfield, has completed
for her marriage to Mark Ani
Tinsley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Tinsley, Jr., all of Murray.
The ceremony will be so
nized on Sunday, October I
four o'clock in the afternoc
the Hale Chapel of the I
United Methodist Church
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.
ficiating. The organist will til;fis..
Bowker and the soloist wil
A rea
Rudolph Howard.
from "Hamlet" will be
Geoorge Stevens.
The bride-elect has choser
sister, Mrs. Hogan Bryan as
matron of honor.
bridesmaids will be Miss Jo
Roberts, and Miss W E
Strange.
Terry Chandler will serve
best man for the groom-eli
Groomsmen will be Dan Tir
and Steve Tinsley.
The guest register will be
by Mrs. Terry Chandler.

Following the ceremon
reception will be held at the h
of bride's parents on Jot
Robertson Road.
All friends and relatives
invited to attend.

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

..
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The Episcopal Women of St.
John's Church met Monday
evening, September 20, at the
home of the president, Mrs. Pete
Lund.
Guests of the group were Barry
Polston, City Recreational
Director, and his wife, Celia. He
spoke to the group about plans for
the use of the Douglas gymnasium as a recreational center.
Polston said it is his hope that the
center will provide numerous
activities for various age groups.
After hearing Polston, the group
donated $50 for use by the
Recreation Department to help
finance this project.
Mrs. Charles Moore reported to
the group on the activities and
progress of the Clothing Bank.
This bank was adopted as an
Episcopal
Churchwomen
project in May. Mrs. Moore
reported that it is providing
clothing for a number of Murray
and Calloway County families.
The clothing is free and available
to anyone in need of it.
Those wishing to donate dere"
used clothing are asked to take it
to the Douglas Gymnasium
where the Bank is located. Any
donors who are unable to take
clothing to the Bank may make
arrangements for pick-ups by
calling 753-6188 or 753-7853.
The next meeting of the group
will be held at the home of Mrs.
Stephen Davenport, 1633 Farmer
Avenue, on October 18.

Is

—--

Wife doesn't like talk
about trading her in
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: When we're out in company,
my husband
makes remarks like, "I think a man should
be able to trade
in his wife for a new model, just
like he trades in his
automobile." Abby, weie been married for 40 years
and 1
don't think this kind of talk is a bit funny. He
calls me his
"1909 model." I'm not very witty, but I wish I had a
snappy
comeback for him when he talks like that. Can you think
of
one
OLD MODEL
DEAR 01,D: Tell your wisecracker that just
because a
model is "new" doesn't mean it's better. Then ask
him if
he's priced a 1909 Rolls-Royce lately.
•
DEAR ABBY: My sister became a widow a year ago,
and out of necessity she returned to work. She has two
sons,
ages 10 and 12. They are good boys, and have shown themselves to be responsible and obedient. Now the problem:
My sister refuses to give the boys a key to their apartment She says she's afraid they might lose it or maybe
leave the door unlocked and the apartment will be robbed.
Abby. the boys get out of school at 3:30 and their mother doesn't get home until after 5 p m.. and those poor kids
have to hang around the building or sit on the sidewalk like
a pair of stray dogs until their mother comes home. The
apartment building is locked and they can't even get into
the hall without a key.
I've pleaded with my sister, but she is stubborn. There
are no friends or relatives in the neighborhood the boys can
stay with. I'd let them 'stay with me, but I live in Brooklyn
and they live in the Bronx She trusts you. Say something.
. CONCERNED UNCLE

Valentine-Hughes Vows To Be Read

Miss Janna Lorene Valentine
Mr. and Mrs. David Arthur Valentine of Puryear, Tenn., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Janna Lorene, to Dr Donald Glenn Hughes, M.D., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Alford Lee Hughes,Farmer Avenue, Murray.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Puryear High School. She is
presently employed by the Northwest Tennessee Economic
Development Council, Puryear, Tenn.
The groom-elect graduated from Murray Training School,
Murray State University, and the University of Louisville School
of Medicine. He is a physician in general practice at the HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, Murray.
An October wedding is planned.

Nu Phi Mu Chapter
Has Regular Meet
At Local Business McKenzie Home Is
Scene Of Meeting
The Nu Phi Mu chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi held it's regular
Of PEO Sisterhood
meeting on Thursday, September

DEAR UNCLE: Your sister should be more concerned
about the safety of her sons than her worldly goods, and
should realize that the boys are better off inside than outside. In any case, she shouldn't assume that they are incapable of having a key without giving them a chance to
prove they are.

23, at seven o'clock in the evening
in the Conference Room at the
Murray Federal Saving and
Loan Association Building.
The opening ritual was recited
and the meeting was called to
order by the president, Sharon
Carroll with all members being
present.

DEAR ABBY: I share an office with eight other women.
One has a habit which is about to drive us up a wall. She
breathes very loudly. It sounds like the cooing of a dove—
only it's louder and much more annoying.
We complained to the supervisor who spoke to her about
It. She told him she couldn't help it as she suffers from
asthma, and he believed her! I think she is just trying to
attract attention because if someone whispers, she immediately stops her heavy breathing and breathes normally so
she can hear what's being said. Now, you can't tell me
"asthma" can he controlled that easily
How can we shut her up? She can be heard above nine
typewriters.
LOUISVILLE

Reshape face
NEW - YORK (UPI): To
slenderize a w ide face,
rouge from jawline to temple, says one maker of cosmetics iShultoro

What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it oft
your chest. Write to ABBY. Bo: 0714. Los Angeles, Cal.
We. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope
For Abby's booklet. -Hew to Have a Lovely Wedding."
.end SI to Abby. Boa te711. I.os Angeles. Cal. 1011411.

Miss Mary Lee Brownfield, Chapel United Methodist Church
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray held its regular meeting on
Brownfield, has completed plans Tuesday, September 21, at seven
for her marriage to Mark Andrew o'clock in the evening at the
Tinsley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lee church.
Mrs. Eunice Henry, chairman
Tinsley, Jr., all of Murray.
The ceremony will be solem- of the nominating committee,
nized on Sunday, October 3, at presented the slate of new offour o'clock in the afternoon in ficers for 1972 who are as follows:
Harmon
Whitnell,
the Hale Chapel of the First Mrs.
United Methodist Church with president; Mrs. Eunice Henry,
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., of- vice-president; Mrs. Jerald
Garrett, secretary; Mrs. Ralph
ficiating. John Robertson, treasurer.
The organist will
Bowker and the soloist will be The current president, Mrs.
Rudolph Howard.
A reading Jerald Garrett, presided. The
from "Hamlet" will be by minutes were read by Mrs.
Harmon Whitnell in the absence
Geoorge Stevens.
The bride-elect has chosen her of the secretary, Mrs. Jimmy
sister, Mrs. Hogan Bryan as her
Her
matron of honor.
bridesmaids will be Miss Jo Anne
Roberts, and Miss Wanda
Strange.
Terry Chandler will served as Mrs. Dollie B. Russell of
best man for the groom-elect. Murray has been dismissed from
Groomsmen will be Dan Tinsley the Western Baptist Hospital,
and Steve Tinsley.
Paducah
The guest register will be kept
by Mrs. Terry Chandler.
Paul W. Dunlap of Hazel has

Pe4461444.,

been a patient at the Western
Following the ceremony a
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
reception will be held at the home
of bride's parents on Johnny
Deborah Ann Hudspeth of
Robertson Road.
Kirksey Route
One was
All friends and relatives are
dismissed September 26 from the
invited to attend.
Community 4lospital, *Mayfield.

Pb..,. 751.1911 •• 751-4541
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VITAMIN C TABLETS
2 for 1 08
2 for 2.17
2 for 3.93
VITAMIN E TABLETS
2 for 3 31
1001.u. 2 for 6 01

Low Calorie
Lunch

MULTIPLE VITAMINS
with IRON
2 for 3.10

MULTIPLE VITAMINS
2 for 2.70
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD I
•

•

/
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Sinking Spring Church will meet
at the church at seven p.m.

41.

It's Time
For
Dark!

So Prepare Now

Cabbage rule

REXALL VITAMINS

Hot or cold

.

Friday, October 1
The Country Music Show
featuring the Bun Wilson Band
for the benefit of the Mentally
Retarded Children and Adults
Association will be held at the
Murray High School auditorium
at eight p.m. Adult admission is
$1.50 with children under 16 free
when accompained by parents.

The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held an open
The Kathleen Jones Group of
meeting on Tuesday, September
the First Baptist Church WMS
n, for the purpose of meeting
will meet at the home of Mrs.
prospective new members at
Robert Jones at 7:15 p.m. with
seven-thirty o'clock in the
Mrs. Stanford Andrus as leader.
evening in the Community Room
of the Murray Branch The Executive Board of the.
Hopkinsville Federal Savings
Murray Woman's Club will have
The Murray Art Guild will have its regular luncheon meeting at
and Loan Association Building.
The following guests were a rummage sale on the court 11:30 a.m.
welcomed by the members: square starting at eight a.m.
Tuesday. October 5
Mesdames Julia Cain, Mary
The Annie Armstrong Group of
Holland, Mary Minnie, and The Murray-Calloway County
Baptist Church WMS
Melissa Overbey.
Senior Citizens Club will have a the First
Mrs. Ftay
Miss Frances Armstrong potluck luncheon at noon at the will meet at the home of
with Mrs.
presented a most interesting social hall of the First United Moore at 7:30 p.m.
leader.
program on -Painting the Methodist Church. In charge of Vernon Nance as
Person." She gave the history of arrangements are Mr. and Mrs
The Women's Society of
cosmetics, the techniques of Bryan Tolley, Mesdames Ann
Service of the First
Christian
applying makeup, and closed Chiklers, Floy Caldwell, Fssie
with an oral interpretation en- Blalock, Ruby Harris, Nell An- United Methodist Church will
titled, "Why Birds Are Of Dif- drus, Ruth Weaks, Ruby Barnes, meet at the church at ten a.m.
ferent Colors."
Mauclie Armstrong, and Mina
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
During the regular business Waters.
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet
session, plans were finalized for
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m
the Halloween Party which will
Saturday, October 2
be a hayride on October 29 at 6:30
A Turkey Shoot will be held at
Group 1 of the First Christian
p.m. A cookout will highlight the the
Calloway
County Church CWF will meet with Mrs.
evening. Also, each member Fairgrounds from nine a.m,
to John Quertermous at ten a.m.
turned in a filled ditty bag that five p.m., sponsored by
the with Mrs. 0.13. Boone, Jr., in
will be sent to servicemen 11/irksey PTA. Shells and refreshcharge of program.
overseas by the Red Cross.
ments will be sold.
The
sorority
voted
Group 11 of the First Christian
Martin's
unanimously to have a Stanley The Youth of the
Church GIVE will meet with Mrs.
Party on October 25 at the home Chapel United Methodist Church
Frank Roberts at two p.m. with
of Mrs. Anita Thomas as a ways will have a chili supper in the
Mrs. Eugene Scott as cohostess.
and means project. Mrs. Linda church fellowship hall with
Mrs. W.J. Gibson will have the
Emerson will be the Stanley serving to begin at 5:30 p.m.
program and Mrs. C.B. Fair the
Home Products Demonstrator at
Rev. Heyward Roberts will devotion.
the party. Guests will be invited
show slides of the Holy Land at
The Delta Department of the
to attend.
Cumberland Murray Woman's Club will have
Liberty
the
Mrs. Pat Hopkins expressed
Presbyterian Church at seven a dinner meeting at the club
thanks for the yellow rose sent
p.m.
house at 6:30 p.m. Hostesses will
her.byher Secret Sister in honor
of her birthday recently.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 F. & be Mesdames H.L. Oakley, Ewen
Allbritten, F.E. Crawford, A.0
In closing the members A.M. will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Sanders, and Eugene Tarry.
repeated the closing ritual and
Mizpah. A getting acquainted
A rummage sale, sponsored by The Kappa Department of the
period followed with Mrs. Joann the Young Married Class at Murray Woman's Club will meet
Turner furnishing refreshments Calvary Temple Pentecostal at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
and the members talking with the Church, will be held at the Mesdames Sid Easley, Jackie
American Legion building from Winchester, Charles Turnbow,
guests.
In addition to the guests the 6:30 a.m. to 12 noon.
Bobby Toon, and Phillip Tibbs as
following members were present
hostesses.
Monday,
October
4
for the meeting: Martha Alls,
Frances Armstrong, Paula The Murray High School PTA
Wednesday, October 6
Duncan, Rita Farris, Beverly will have its Back to School night
The Faxon Mothers Club will
Herndon, Pat Hopkins, Patricia at 7:15 p.m. Registration for meet at the school at 1:45 p.m.
Nesbitt, Brenda Nix, Sue embership will start at 6:45
Overbey, Jerrie Parkin, Linda p.m.
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Smotherman, Anita Thomas,
Church WMS will meet at the
Sylvia Thomas, and Judy Wall. The Officers Council of the Elm church at seven p.m.
Grove Baptist Church WMS will
meet at the church at seven p.m. The Flint Baptist Church WMS
will meet at the church at seven
The Baptist Women of the p.m.
teen-age girls say they eat
snacks at least once a day; half
say they eat snacks two or more
times a day. Their favorites are
cookies, fruit, potato chips, soft
drinks, ice cream, and candy.
Unfortunately, some of these
snacks don't provide much nutritional value. They are commonly called "empty calorie
foods." A person would have to
walk a mile to use up the calories taken in drinking one cola
beverage. Maybe that proves
we should encourage our teens
to snack on nutritional f o od s
such as fruit which is a good
source of necessary vitamins
awl minerals as well as calories.

Mrs.
Henry
McKenzie,
president of Chapter M of the
P.E.O. Sisterhood, opened her
Other tips: To widen a
home on Sharpe Street to the first
fall meeting Monday evening, atm face, rouge under chin
and across forehead Rouge
September 27.
a pointed chin for a softer
Mrs. Harry Sparks, serving as
look. Try rouge under outsecretary pro tem, read the er edges of brows above
minutes of the July 12 meeting in
wide-apart eyes.
the home of Mrs. Morgan Sisk.
A business meeting was held
The devotion was given by Mrs.
during which suggestions were Alfred
Lindsey, Jr.
made and discussion was carried
Reports from standing comthrough on the various social, mittees were given,
including a
service and ways-and-means
When breakfast is skipped,
discussion of the three main
activities which the chapter plans
projects of the Sisterhood-Cottey many times the body has gone
to participate in during the
College, Eounational Loan Fund without food for as long as 15
coming year.
and
International
Peace hours. This impairs to some deScholarship.
By
motion,
three gree muscular fitness, percepPlans were also made for the
tion, and the ability to stand up
members
were
placetton
the
nonChapter's "Get Acquaintedunder wearying kinds of work
resident
list.
They
were:
Mrs.
party to be held in the near
activity. The first thing to conE.D. Roberts, Owensboro. Mrs. sider
future.
in planning breakfast is
Bill Wood,Tulsa, Okla.; and Mrs. the amount of energy it proThe business session was ad- Hillis McKenzie, Madison,
Wisc. vides measured in calories. A
journed and all members parMrs. George Hart reported second consideration is how
ticipated in a panel discussion on on the August 16 meeting with
much protein your breakfast
"The Popular Hostess and the Chapter P in the lakeside home provides. Many nutritionists
Sought After Guests".
of Mrs. H.B. Banks, Sledd Creek. suggest that this meal should
1
4 to /
Mrs. Sparks invited the social supply /
1
2 of the recomThe meeting was closed by the
committee, composed of Mrs. mended daily amounts of numembers reciting the closing
Hart and Mrs. A.H. Titsworth, to trients. Therefore, a good breakritual and Mizpah.
plan a B.I.L. (husband) party at fast is one that includes selections from the four food groups:
Oakhurst in early December.
The president announced that milk, meat, fruit and vegetable,
plus the cereal and bread
Mrs. Charles L. Jennings. State
groups.
t• bb ge should
Organizer, Louisville, would be a
be
rooked`
guest of Chapter M. October 16.
American teen-agers love ble timethe shortest possiAughes. Mrs. Ralph Robertson,
and with as little
Also Mrs. Beckham Martin, snacks—in fact studies reveal
treasurer, gave her report.
Bowling Green, will report to the that 90% of the about 12 million nater as possible to save its
flavor. color and nutritive
Announcements was made of
chapter November 1 on the Inalues.
the Annual WSCS Conference to
ternational P.E.O. Convention to
be held at Mayfield on October 8. be
held in Detroit, October 4-7.
Mrs. Mary Ridings attended
Members enjoying the ice
theWSCS district meeting in cream,
cake and apple juice
Martin, Tenn., and gave a very served
by the hostess were;
interesting report.
mesdames
Maurice
P.
Mrs. Ralph Robertson an Christopher,
Larrie N. Clark,
flounced plans for the Ham Hoc,
Olga Freeman, George S Hart,
and White Bean Supper with all L.J.
Hortin, Alfred Lindsey, Jr.,
the trimmings to be held on Hugh L.
Oakley, Harry M.
Saturday, November 6, in the Sparks,
Paul W. Sturm. A.H.
social hall of the church with
Titsworth, Don L. Fuqua and
serving to start at 5:30 p.m. The
BOTTLES of 100
Miss Ann Herron,
public is invited to attend. Adult
100 mg.
price is $1.25 including pie and
Mfr's list Price $1 07
drink with children 50 cents. The
250 mg.
price of hot dog with chili, pie
Mfr's
List Price $2 16
and drink is 50 cents with extr
500 mg.
pie at 25 cents a piece.
rigure-right Chicken Salad
Mfr's List Price $3 92
A visiting committee was
Beverage
Cantaloupe
appointed for the month of Oc
FIGURE-RIGHT
tober with a new committee
CHICKEN SALAD
appointed each month. The
BOTTLES of 100
October committee is Mrs.
A homemade dressing is
50 I.U.
Harmon
Whitnell, used.
Mfr's list Price $3 30
Mrs. Ona Whitnell, Mrs. Eunice
21,4 cups diced cooked chicken
Henry, and Mrs. Mary Ridings.
2 cups diced celery
Dressing, see below
The group planned a Stanle
Mfrs List Price $600
Salt and pepper to taste
party on October 21 at the social
MINUTEMAN Chewable
Mix together all the inhall with Mrs. B. J. Stagner as
and
lettuce
on
the demonstrator. Mrs. Garrett gredients. Serve
closed the meeting with prayer. garnish with sliced tomatoes.
During the social hour Mrs. Makes 4 servings.
DRESSING: In a small mixGarrett and Mrs. Robertson
100's
served refreshments to the ing bowl, with a fork, beat toteaspoon
1
4
members and one visitor present. gether 1 egg yolk, /
Mfrs list Price $3 09
salt and 1 teaspoon dry Mustard. Beat in I teaspoon cider
One Tablet Daily
vinegar a drop at a time, then
1/4
a
at
teaspocn
oil
44 cup corn
Combine cooked
time.
whole
fresh green beans with
cooked cauliflower florets.
Be sure that venetian Vinds
Add garlic-flavored oil and
- vinegar dressing Heat
are open before raising OTITI. •
slowly or chill well, for
Blinds may he damaged if
serving variety.
raised when sling are closed

Plans Completed By Mrs. Harmon Whitnell Elected President
Martin's Chapel United Methodist WSCS
Miss Brownfield
The Women's Society of
For Her Wedding
Christian Service of the Martin's

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

Frances Armstrong
Presents Program'
At Sorority Meet

Nutrition Notes

DEAR LOUISVILLE: The best way to shut out annoybig sounds is with ear plugs. Of course. you won't be able to
hear the telephone, the fire alarm, or the boss when be
talks to you but if you believe this woman is making annoying sounds just to attract attention, this solution will attract
so much attention that the boss will have to Isolate her tf be
wants to get some work out of the rest of yon.

leyer's

kr* Keepers
era Weepers

Episcopal Women
Hear Polston At
The Lund Home
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Was $3495
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College Grid Roundup

Sooners To Have Rough Way
To Go In Next Three Games

Alston Disappointed But
Still Proud Of His Team

There may not be a tougher ing Michigan State, fifth-ranked Pruitt have been outstanding
three weeks of scheduling on Alabama taking on Mississippi for the Sooners in the first two
the entire 1971 college football at Birmingham, Ala., Colorado games, with Mildren having
calendar than eighth-ranked hosting Kansas State, seventh- scored four touchdowns and
Oklahoma must undertake on ranked Auburn entertaining Pruitt having averaged 9.0
successive weekends, beginning Kentucky, ninth-ranked Stan- yards a carry.
A battle of undefeated teams
this saturday at Norman, Okla. ford hosting Duke and 10thThe Sooners, who
have ranked
visiting will take place at Birmingham
Washington
climbed back into national Illinois.
where Alabama meets old Rival
prominence after a three-year Lacewell is fearful of South- Mississippi. Both teams are 3-0,
rebuilding program, meet 14th- ern Cal, which after an opening although Alabama's victories
ranked
Southern
much
California loss to Alabama has scored have come against
Saturday, take on third-ranked successive shtitOnts in its last tougher competition. The ReTexas the following Saturday two games against Rice and bels whipped Alabama soundly
and face sixth-ranked Colorado Illinois.
a year ago, but the Crimson
on Oct. 16.
"Southern Cal has been on Tide is a 13rpoint choice to
"... A
challenge," says the verge of offensive explo- avenge last year's setback.
Sooners' defensive coach Larry sions all three
Another old rivalry will be
Saturdays
Lacewell. "Probably the big- they've played this year," says held at South Bend, Ind., where
gest challenge a defensive team Lacewell. "If they hadn't' Notre Dame hosts Michigan
has ever undertaken.
fumbled in certain situations, it State. Five years ago this
"Southern Cal comes in here could have been awesome. match was labeled "the greawith Jimmy Jones (quarter- You're gonna see some people test college football game ever
back) and Sam Cunningham when they take the field here played" when the two clubs,
(fullback). Then we got Texas Saturday. Some real people." ranked No. 1 and 2 in the
and Jim Bertelsen and Eddie Head coach Chuck Fairbanks country, battled to a memoraPhilips. When we play Colorado concurs with Lacewell's evalua- ble 10-10 tie. Since then the
we gotta figure a way to stop tion of the Trojans. "I don't Irish have kept up their
Cliff Branch, Charlie Davis and think we'll play another team tradition of top grade football
John Tarver. I'd say it's got to so deep in talent. This team while the Spartans have fallen
be
one
of
the
greatest will present a tremendous on hard times. This one still
challenges our players have challenge to our squad. It will gets national television expoever been confronted with. I take a complete and unified sure, however, even though
don't remember facing so many effort by our squad and coaches Michigan State is a decided 17potential All-Americans in my to win this game," said point underdog.
life."
Fairbanks.
Elsewhere, Stanford is a 15%
Other games involving the Oklahoma, which has scored point choice over Duke, Washtop 10 teams Saturday find top- 85 points in two games, is rated ington is a 13% point favorite
ranked Nebraska hosting. Utah a six-point choice but must over Illinois, Auburn is favored
State, second-ranked Michigan count heavily on its offense to by 24 over Kentucky and
entertaining Navy, Texas play- produce if it is to whip the Colorado, Nebraska, Texas and
ing host to Oregon, fourth- Trojans. Quarterback
Jack Michigan are all prohibitive
ranked Notre Dame entertain- Mildren and running back Greg favorites over their opponents.

unearned run in the fourth
By ALEX KAHN
UPI Sports Writer
inning Thursday night after
•
• - LOS ANGELES (UPI i — Allen led off with a single, was
Walter Alston, the dean of moved along on a sacrifice and
t major league managers, was a error and scored on Jim
little disappointed today that Lefebvre's grounder. The win•his Los Angeles Dodgers came ning run came in the seventh.
so close and yet failed to win Sutton singled with one out and
their divisional title but he was Wills singled to send him to
."proud of his players.
third from where he scored on
-^ "I'm disappointed we didn't Bill Buckner's sacrifice fly.
.-;go all the way," Alston said But the starch went out of
:after his team defeated Hous- the Dodgers in the eighth when
-Ion 2-1 Thursday night but San word was flashed on the
'Francisc'o defeated San Diego message board that the giants
-...to clinch the division crown.
had beaten San Diego and
.' "I'm proud of how the team clinched the divisional title.
played as a unit," he continued.
"I was particularly proud of
Maury Wills. I don't think he's
ever played harder in his life.
The big thing about this club
was that there was very little
mumbling and grumbling all
season."
After Houston defeated the
Dodgers 11-0 Wednesday night,
..Los Angeles had to win and San
Francisco lose for Alston's
NEW YORK (UPI)—Muhamteam to tie for first in the
mad All hopes to continue te
division and force a playoff.
his
;(..- The Dodgers chitt their part wage
one-man
battle
behind the determined hurling against the heavyweight diviof Don Sutton who not only sion on Nov. 17 in a 12-round
pitched the win but scored the bout in Houston's Astrodome
winning run in the seventh against idle, overweight Buster
inning. He had vowed he would Mathis.
The official signing for the
hurl the victory if his mates got
i.in as few as three runs. They bout was to be held today at
.got two arid he had to score one the Americana Hotel at 11 am.
Pro Grid Roundup
with both fighters attending.
[
's them. But it was enough.
Mathis has not fought since
The Dodgers never were able
catch the Giants, trailing by losing a 12-round decision to
many as 11 games during Jerry Quarry,Time of the three
first half of the season and ranking fighters he ever met, in
n closing ths gap to. one March, 1969 in Madison Square
CAUSE, AND EFFECT — The scene (top) of a recent Washington-Cleveland night
at the end. The Dodgers Garden. However, the 27-yearbaseball game in Washington illustrates why the capital's American League baserted September trailing San old fighter has been training
ball team is moving to Turnpike Stadium (lower), midway between Dallas and
rancisco by 8% games and ever since the loss in case the
Fort Worth, Tex., in Arlington. One thousand, four hundred and fifty - eight fans
over Cleveland on Monday league, have scored two imBy GREG GALLO
n went into an uphill drive opportunity came along to fight
attended that night game.
night.
UPI Sports Writer
pressive victories this year
_. at all but caught the Giants. again.
Allen's Skins, spiced with over St. Louis and the Giants.
The Dallas Cowboys, with one
After Thursday's game, spun- In his other two bouts against
of the best won-lost record in veterans from around the Led by a defense that includes
ky little Wills was presented an ranking fighters, the bulky, but
football over the past two
automobile as Player of the fast Mathis was stopped in 11
new acquisitions Maxie Bangyears, will have to snap a
Year by vote of the Dodger rounds by Joe Frazier in 1968
ban, Jack
Pardee, Diron
three-game losing jinx against
fans who backed the club by and won a decision over George
Talbert, Verlon Biggs, Ron
Washington Redskins` Coach
giving it a seasonal attendance Chuvalo in 1969. Aside from the
McDole and Richt, Petitione,
George Allen Sunday.
Washington has held its opof 2,064,594, the eighth time the losses to Frazier and Quarry,
Allen, who has led the Skins
ponents to 20 points over the
Dodgers had drawn more than Mathis has 29 victories.
to two straight victories this
proposed
bout
wW
first two games—the best
two million since moving to Los The
season and a tie with the
provide the second tuneup for
record in the NFC.
Angeles.
Cowboys for first place in the
Allen, who came to Washing-Naturally I'm disappointed," All since he lost to Frazier in a
By SAM FOGG
for their dressing rooms. After The fans came to the last Eastern Division of the Nationbout
in
ton this year from Los Angeles,
said Wills. "We've been work- heavyweight title
ing since February and end up March. His first bout after WASHINGTON f UPI t —The a three-minute wait, head game in an emotionally al Football Conference, holds a
NEW YORK (UPI) —Joe has been pleasantly surprised
losing by one game. It's got to Frazier was a 12-round TKO Washington Senators died umpire Bill Odom declared the charged mood. The playing 3-0 lifetime record against Torre Became a loser and by his offense, especially after
field was littered with confetti. Dallas. Allen's Los Angeles
the injury sustained by quarterbe disappointing. I can hardly over Jimmy Ellis in Houston. Thursday night at the age of 71. game forfeited.
wound up a double winner.
wait for spring training I just The match also would appear The staid capital will never Six persons were arrested for They festooned the'spremises Rains defeated Dallas twice in
back Sonny Jurgensen in preTorre,
the
St.
Louis
Cardinforget
the
wake.
with banners berating owner regular season play and once in
disorderly conduct.
season. Bill Kilmer, whom
hope we have the same team. to cancel All's plans to meet
als'
All-Star
third
baseman,
thousand
fans Until that point however, a Bob Short for moving the a playoff game.
We certainly have enough Mac Foster in Tokyo on Nov. Several
shed over 20 pounds before the Allen picked up from the New
Dallas, which has won 15 of
talent to go all the way. Our 29. The Tokyo match reportedly streamed onto the field in the turnout of 14,460 had paid franchise.
start of the 1971 baseball Orleans Saints, has led the
with
ninth
two
inning
outs
and
hand-painted
banner its last 16 games but is better
valedictory to their team with One
biggest problem this year was has financial problems and also
season
and the slimmed down attack in Sonny's place. Against
we got a late start and we difficulty in securing permis- the Senators leading the New big league class. An estimated read: "Nats to Texas —Bob known for its knack for losing physique helped him win the the Giants he threw for 309
when we sion from the Japanese Boxing York Yankees, 7-5. When they 4,000 others crashed the gate Short to hell." Two signs of the big one, must beat the National League
weren't consistent
batting and yards. Kilmer's job has been
ripped up the bases, tore out after the fifth inning, a club of- the four-letter variety were Redskins to stay on top in the
Federation for it to be held.
started winning."
made easier by an outstanding
RBI
title.
undraped during the game and East. The oddsmakers have
By hurling a six-hitter on his While waiting for a rematch the pitchers' rubber and scaled official said.
corps of receivers that includes
According
to
final
and
final appearance, Sutton ended with Frazier, the 29-year-old All the fence to swipe team names The emotional high point hauled down by stadium police. made the Cowboys a 13-point unofficial averages compiled Charley Taylor, Roy Jefferson
the
scoreboard, the came in the sixth inning when Two streamers were unfurled favorite.
with a 17-12 record as he has said he intends to fight at from
Thursday by the Elias Sports and Jerry Smith.
teammate least three more times, includ- umpires declared the game 5-foot-7 Frank Howard drilled from the upper stands right In other games Sunday Bureau, Torre led the NI, with
former
defeated
The Cowboys have a good
Jack Billingham of the Astros, ing the match with Mathis. The forfeited and the Yanks 9-0 the last of his 237 home runs in field —reading "Shari stinks." Pittsburgh and San Diego and a .363 average, more than 20 deal of firepower themselves,
rematch with Frazier is expect- winners
a Washington uniform to touch
They vanished for an inning Cincinnati and Green Bay are
10-16.
with a tough veteran defense
It was the swan song of the off a four-run Senator rally that and then a smaller one pick 'em, the Rains are four points ahead of runner-up and an
The Dodgers pushed over an ed to be held in the spring in
explosive offense. The
Ralph
Garr
of
Atlanta,
and
American League in Washing- tied the game.
appeared. It said: "Short still over Chicago, Kansas City is
Los Angeles.
Dallas secondary picked off
than
more
drove
12
runs,
in
137
seven over Denver, Detroit is
"I don't recognize Frazier as ton The Senators, plagued with He had been given a standing stinks."
seven passes last week against
Yet for the duration of the seven over Atlanta, Houston is Pittsburgh's Willie Stargell.
champion anyway," Ali has poor attendance, will be molied ovation on his previous two
the Eagles as they scored an
Stargell
did
manage
to
edge
to
Dallas-Fort
Worth next times at bat when he walked final two hours and 38 minutes seven over New Orleans, Miami
said. "I saw the films of the
easy 42-7 victory. The defense
Atlanta's
Henry
Aaron
for
the
Fight. No way he beat me. He's season after 71 years of playing and failed to get the ball out of of Senator baseball, a long sign is seven over the Jets, St. Louis
improved immeasurably after
stretched over 30-yards of the is 10 over the Giants, Baltimore home run lead 48-47.
the White House champion. I'm in the nation's capital.
the infield.
they were burned on several
In
the
American
League,
The
crowd
eruption
sent
Just a little too controversial to
The third time the crowd upper deck. It said, "good luck Is 14 over New England, San
occasions by Bills' quarterback
Minnesota's
Tony
Oliva,
who
players of both teams streaking exploded to its feet in a roar as Senators. We're going to miss Francisco is 14 over Philadelget the decision."
Dennis Shaw in the season
the ball left his bat. He circled you. We love you. Kay and phia and Minnesota is 14 over sat out a good part of the last opener.
month
with
an
injury,
took
Buffalo.
the bases in a tumult of sound Karen!'
The one problem that seems
Oakland is a 3-point favorite batting honors with a .337 to hang over the Cowboys is
and as he neared the dugout,
average,
six points better than
Howard swept off his batting
New York's Bobby Murcer. Bill finding a No. 1 quarterback.
JETS GET HINTON
helmet in appreciation.
NEW YORK (UPI) —The Melton of Chicago hit his 33rd Coach Tom Landry can't seem
"Hondo, hondo, hondo," the
to make up his mind on Craig
New
York
Jets
acquired homer Thursday to edge Reggie
throng chanted. "Hondo, hondo,
defensive tackle Chuck Hinton Jackson of Oakland and Norm Morton or Roger Staubach.
hondo."
from the Pittsburgh Steelers Cash of Detroit for the league They each have started one
With play held up: the huge
Thursday in a straight player- lead. Minnesota's Harmon Kil- game so far.
finally
emerged from the
hero
exchange
for second-year line- lebrew took RBI honors with It figures to be Morton
dugout to doff his helmet again
119, 20 more than runner-up against the Redskins as he
backer
Dennis
Onkotz.
to the fans and skin it into the
The Murray State women's
Hinton,
an
eight-year Nation- Frank Robinson of Baltimore. relieved last week and hit on 15
stands as a souvenir.
tennis team opened its fall season al Football League pro from
Mickey Lolich was the major of 22 passes of 188 yards and
It wasn't enough for the
Last weekend by splitting mat- North Carolina College, had leagues' big winner, posting a two touchdowns. Staubach had
spectators. They ches with the University of
frustrated
25-14 record to lead the AL. to sit out when he was knocked
continued their foot-stomping Kentucky and Eastern Kentucky. been a starter for Pittsburgh
until this year, when he lost his Oakland's Vida Blue, with 24 silly by a strong Eagle pass
and applause undiminished and
rush.
The women netters beat job to Lloyd Voxx, a former victories, was the runner-up.
Howard was pushed from the Kentucky 7-2-but lost to Eastern
end. He is 6-5 and 264 pounds. Ferguson Jenkins led the NL This is a crucial game for
dugout by his teammates.
2-7. Winners for Murray against New York's acquisition of in victories with 24 and Los both teams if they have their
Beaming with pride, Howard
were
Patsy Hinton was necessitated by the Angeles' Al Downing, Steve sights set on the Super Bowl—
Kentucky
raised his arms in response and Beauchamp in No. 2 singles, Jo
injury to Scott Palmer, who Carlton of St. Louis and New and you can bet both Allen and
blew a kiss to the crowd
Salee at No. 3, June Thornton at suffered seven broken ribs in York's Tom Seaver also hit the Landry are already dreaming
Nor was the farewell crowd No. 4, and Elsa Cohen at No. 6. an auto
about New Orleans in January.
accident Tuesday night 20-victory mark.
partial to Howard. Every
Miss Beauchamp and Lois which is expected to keep
player in the opening line-up
Holmes won No. 1 doubles, Miss Palmer out of action all year.
drew applause and cheers and
Salee and Miss Thornton no. 2
when former starting catcher floubles and Miss Cohen and
The most shutouts by a KenPaul Casanova came up to Jackie Vogr No. 3 doubles.
COME TO
tucky football team in one season
pinch-hit in the fifth inning,
At Eastern, Miss Vogr won No. were the nine
white-washes by
carrying with him a .203 singles and Miss Cohen no. 6.
5
the 190; Wildcats. Oddly enough,
batting average, he was awardThe next match for the team the team's only
loss that year was
ed a standing ovation.
will be at Indiana University, a 40-0 beating
at the hands of
Howard, sitting in the dressOct. 9.
Vanderbilt
ing room after the game, clad
and Try Our
In his long johns and puffing a
--Fresh
Ky.
Lake
Catfish
cigar, said of his tribute "the
—Country Hams and Steaks
people were the greatest to me
--All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
I've ever experienced Every
6a.m.t
.m.,7daysaweek
Phone- 753-1272
thing after this ,.-whatever
—J.C. LLIMORE —
*, PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
happen*. In 'texas —will be an
We Have It
anticlimax to me.!'
Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had

Ali, Mathis
Fight Set
Next Month

Cowboys Hope To Snap Three
Game Losing Streak Sunday

Fans Spoil Finale In

Washington, Nats, Los.

To Yankees On Forfeit

Torre Wins
NI Batting,
RBI Titles

Sausage&Crea

MSU Women's
Tennis Team
Splits Matches

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

HAZEL CAFE

WALLIS DRUG

BRA

By N

September is over and v
is a little calmer.
The last day of Septemt
supposed to cover the
football contest but Septei
Last night I left in the
save the wear and tear on
The first time I stop for
it should stop too. But v
decids to become on the rn
There just happened to I
a push, which got me out c
decided it was going to it
unrewarding day for me
I figured it was the bat
took me to a station. TN
started the van. It went t
again. The man from the
This time it doubled its el
take another rest. I just h
my disgust,I'bund out it
problems. I left the van
the office with a young fe
Murray to see his girlfriei
with the football game.
Other interesting thing:
started and I found myself
that, really.
But I should feel fortun
The squad is racked with i
guys were.
Wednesday night I went
the home of the football te
saw. I followed him into
football, women, music E
That's right, peanuts.
Caprenter, Gary Korte ar
in devouring what looked
was a bushel of shells sca
confident about Saturday
Saturday is in October.
Then there's Willie Ma:
Giants wrapped it all up
Pirates in the playoffs an
believed the van would
And to really close out
must be given the award.
to move the club to Arli
Robert F. Kennedy Memo
move the team.
With the Senators lead
the ninth inning, the fans :
up the infield. The gait
Senators went out in a bl
game to the Yankees, 9-0.
credited for a shutout?
To make September th
birthday on the 12th. Nov
considered a part of the g
smoke my last cigarette, 1
cigarette just happens to
8:30 class on Friday mor
make it. That would be a t
Gee, I'm glad Septern

MSU Harrier
Meet Arkans
State Today

The Murray State Univ
Cross Country team tray'
Jonesboro, Arkansas today
dual meet with Arkansas
The Racers are fresh
winning the Owensbort
vitational last weekend.
At Owensboro, Murray In
Arith n points while second
Nestern Kentucky was 17
behind with 45. Five other
participated in the event.
Jim Krejci, who finishei
for Murray, took second
iverall, in the meet. Krej
he four mile course in
E
Sonny
Freshman
finished third with a time o
while Gregg Fullarton was
with a time of 20:59. Denni
was fifth in 21:01 while Gen
rounded out the top five
for the Racers with 21:15.
In cross country, the
score wins. The places of U
five finishers are totaled
all of the participating teal
the team with the lowest s
the winner. The Racers h
second, third, fourth, hi
fourteenth finishers at
sboro, which added to
makes 28.
The Racers, who wot
only other meet, a dual w
Austin Peay, open their
season October 8 against
Tennessee.
Bob Davis of Kentucky
five Ms and gained 267
rushing in a game a
Washington & Lee in 1937

DR. D. CI
- CHIF
Phone 753-9909 of

Announces the
Sycamore, Murray,
Mon
hours
Wed
By _mu
Appointment Sal.
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four touchdowns and
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Karl Hussung Wins
Match Play at Oakg

By Mike Brandon
September is over and with its passing, I only hope that October
is a little calmer.
The last day of September was quite a hectic one indeed, I was
supposed to cover the Murray and Mayfield Junior Varsity
football contest but September fate took care of that.
Last night I left in the Ledger & Times van, figuring I would
save the wear and tear on my car. Boy,did I figure wrong.
The first time I stop for a red light in Mayfield, the van decides
it should stop too. But when the light turns to green, the van
decids to become on the muleish side. It just sat there.
There just happened to be a friendly guy in a truck that gave me
a push, which got me out of the middle of the road. The van had
decided it was going to make the last day of September a most
unrewarding day for me.
I figured it was the battery. This kind gentleman in the truck
took me to a station. There we got a pair of jumper cables and
started the van. It went two blocks and took up its muleish ways
again. The man from the station came back and jumped it again.
This time it doubled its effort, it went four blocks and decided to
take another rest. I just happened to get-it into a station. Much to
my disgust, L'atind out it was the regulator4hetit. - =using my
problems. I left the van at the station and caught a ride back to
the office with a young fellow from Mayfield. He was coming to
Murray to see his girlfriend. I hope he had better luck than I had
with the football game.
Other interesting things have happened in September. School
started and I found myself burdened with work. September's like
that, really.
But I should feel fortunate. Look at the Racer football team.
The squad is racked with injuries. I decided to see how bad off the
guys were.
Wednesday night I went down to the second floor of White Hall,
the home of the football team. Dave Ford was the first monster I
saw. I followed him into a room and had a lively discussion on
football, women, music and peanuts. Peanuts?
That's right, peanuts. Rick Culler, Joe Glorioso, Charlie
Caprenter, Gary Korte and Roger Weidemann were all engaged
in devouring what looked like a bushel of peanuts, or at least there
was a bushel of shells scattered about the room. The guys are all
confident about Saturday's game with Morehead. It's good thing
Saturday is in October.
Then there's Willie M4lys and the Giants. At 11:56 p.m., the
Giants wrapped it all up. Franky, I believe they will beat the
Pirates in the playoffs and meet Oakland in the series. But I also
believed the van would make it to Mayfield.
And to really close out September, the Washington senators
must be given the award. Bob Short, the Senators owner, decided
to move the club to Arlington, Texas. Last night the fans in
Robert F. Kennedy Memorial Stadium, decided to help
Short
move the team.
With the Senators leading the Yankees 7-5 and with one out in
the ninth inning, the fans stormed on the field and started ripping
up the infield. The game was unable to be resumed, so the
Senators went out in a blaze of glory. They had to forefeit the
game to the Yankees, 9-0. Wonder if the Yankee pitcher will be
credited for a shutout?
To make September the perfect month, I celebrated my 20th
birthday on the 12th. Now I'm on longer a teenager. I'll soon be
considered a part of the generation gap by the youngsters. As I
ignoke my last cigarette, I see by the clock it is 1:14 a.m. my lust
cigarette lust happens to be my first one of October. I have an
8:30 class on Friday mornings and I just might be to sleepy to
make it. That would be a horrible way to start a new month.
Gee, I'm glad September is over.

Karl Hussung defeated Bob
Brown 3 and 2 to win the championship flight in The Oaks annual match play tournament.
Earlier, Hussung had defeated
John White 1 up, and J.P. Parker
2 and 1. Brown had reached the
finals by defeating David
Buckingham 3 and 2 and Rudell
Parks 4 and 3.
J.P. Parker reached the
semifinals by defeating Roy
Cothran by getting a birdie on the
19th hole, and Cothran had
defeated Nicky Ryan 2 and 1 in
the initial round.
In the lower bracket, Rudell
Parks reached the semifinals by
defeating Dennis Clymer 1 up
Baltimore boasts a set of four 26-game whiners, the first team to do so since BM,in Jim
after Clymer had defeated Bobby
Palmer (left), Dave McNally, Mike Cuellar and Pat Dobson.
-UPI Telephoto
Fike. Parks defeated Parker for
3rd place.
Mickey Boggess won the first
Baseball Roundup
flight by defeating Max Walker,
with Jim White defeating Mitch
Story for third place. Walker
reached the semifinals by
defeating Chester Thomas and
White defeated Joe Emerson. In
the lower bracket Mitch Story
reached the semifinals by
defeating Ray West and Boggess
drew a bye.
Amos Tackett won the second
Marichal, who had a spotty 'run average also led the league.
By JOE CARNICELLI
season, recorded his fourth Jim Breazeale's first major ninth inning and caused the flight by defeating Paul
UPI Sports Writer
umpires to forfeit the game to Ragsdale. Earlier, Tackett had
The bridesmaid has made it consecutive victory and 18th of league homer ignited a six-run
Yankees. The Senators had defeated Bill Seale, Howie
the
that
seventh
inning
rally
the season as he stopped the
to the altar.
just broken a 5-5 tie with two Crittenden and Ben Grogan.
The San Francisco Giants, Padres on five hits. Kingman, enabled the Braves to beat
runs in the eighth. It was the Grogan had reached the
who became almost a joke with recalled from the minors July ancinnati. The Braves took
first
forfeit in the majors since semifinals by defeating Thomas
errors
advantage
of
three
Reds'
their annual second-place fi- 30, hit a two-run homer.
Jones and Danny Roberts.
July, 1954.
nishes, had the last laugh "What can I say about in the inning to bounce back
Bill Melton's third home run In the lower bracket, Ragsdale
deficit.
from
a
2-0
Mays.
"We
knew
winning,"
said
Thursday night. Led by veterin 18 hours earned him the AL defeated James Ward in the
ans Willie Mays and Juan we had to win this game and Jackie Hernandez doubled
homer title and helped the semifinals and Purdom Lovett in
Marichal and rookie Dave we went out and did it. The home two runs in the fourth
White Sox beat Milwaukee. The the initial round. Ward reached
past
boost
the
Pirates
inning
to
victory
is
about
as
gratifying
to
Kingman, the Giants overpowblow,
Melton's 33rd, broke a tie the semifinals by defeating T.C.
Larry
Philadelphia.
The
PhiLs'
lot
of
ered the San Diego Padres 5-1 me as any in the past. A
Melton, Oakland's Collie and David Thompson.
between
to win the National League's you guys wrote us off two Bowa set a major league
Reggie Jackson and Detroit's Grogan defeated Ward for third
shortstops
as
record
for
fielding
weeks
ago,
so
we
showed
you
Western Division title by a
a
.987 Norm Cash for the home run place.
with
he finished
game over the Los Angeles we could do it."
Wally Ford won the third flight
lead.
Dodgers as the 1971 baseball Marichal said he was "as percentage.
Pinch-hitter Syd O'Brien's by defeating Macon Blankenship.
their
playing
Senators,
The
proud
of
his
record
this
year
as
season came to a close.
two-run single in the eighth Ford reached the finals by
The Dodgers managed to I can be. I won the games I last game in Washington, never
inning gave California its defeating Ted Lawson, Yancy
of
fans
defeat the Houston Astros 2-1 had to win. We showed a lot of saw it end as hundreds
Watkins, and Don Grogan
triumph over the Twins.
streamed
onto
the
field
in
the
people
we
could
win
when
we
1.
but it didn't matter since the
had
to."
Giants had wrapped things up
about a half-hour earlier. San 'I'm lost for words,'' said
Francisco now plays host to Giants' Manager Charlie Fox.
Pittsburgh Saturday in the "But if I have to say one thing.
happiest the most f
wean' of a best-of-five series Urn
for the National League pen- liorace Stoneham (Giants*
nant. Oakland will be at er). He gave me a chance to
Baltimore to open their best-of- manage a wonderful bunch of
five playoffs for the American guys and he didn't leave a
stone unturned to put this team
League flag.
5.6.)=•=•c-c-cso-=•=•=•=0.crc-c
Mays, pushing his 40-year-old together.
body to the breaking point, "For my money, Manchal is
doubled in one run, scored the best pitcher in baseball,"
another and stole two bases. Fox added. "He's a true
}={}0.0=.0.=.0.0.0•=v=v=i•={ His outstanding
performance professional and when all the
Final"Major League Standings came almost 20 years to the money is on the line, I'll take
By United Press International day after he knelt on deck as a my chances on the pro."
American League
Fox said the Giants will take
trembling rookie while Bobby
East
The Murray State University
off before Saturday's
W. L. Pct. GB Thomson hit his memorable today
101 57
639
Cross Country team travels to Baltimore
playoff opener in which Gaylord
two-out,
three-run
homer
in
the
562
12
9
71
Jonesboro, Arkansas today for a Detroit
ninth inning to give the then Perry (16-12) will pitch for the
85 77 _525 18
Boston
dual meet with Arkansas State. New York
82 80 .506 2 New York Giants a pennant Giants
Pittsburgh's
against
Washington
The Racers are fresh from
Steve Blass (15-8). The Giants
63 96 .396 381
/
2 playoff victory over the then
winning the Owensboro In- Cleveland
370 43
60 101
Brooklyn Dodgers in the Polo will send John Cumberland
West
vitational last weekend.
against Dock Ellis in the second
Grounds.
W. L. Pct. GB
At Owensboro, Murray finished Oakland
game Sunday.
101 60 627 ..
with 28 points while second place Kansas City 85 76 .528 16
"I don't want a single man to
79 83
488 22/
1
2
,Yestern Kentucky was 17 points Chicago
lift
a bat, throw a ball or even
469 251 2
California
76 86
behind with 45. Five other teams Minnesota
show up at the ball park
74 86
463 26/
1
2
Milwaukee
69 92 .419 32
participated in the event.
today," said Fox. "We've been
Thursday's Results
Jim Krejci, who finished first California
through the wringer these last
3 Minnesota 2
Final Major League Leaders
for Murray. took second place Chicago 2 Milwaukee 1
three weeks and we all can use
International
United
Press
By
Iverall, in the meet. Krejci ran New York 9 Wash 0 :by forfeit)
Leading Batters
a day away from baseball."
ilofty games scheduled)
National League
he four mile course in 20:05.
The Giants scored three runs
AB
R.
H.
Pct.
G.
National League
Fennell
Sonny
Freshman
161 634 97 230 .363 in the fourth off Padres' ace
Torre, St.L
East
154 639 101 219 .343 Dave Roberts on Tito Fuentes'
finished third with a time of 20:17
W. L. pct. GB Garr, At
131 530 80 181 .342
97 65 .599 ... Bckrt, Chi
while Gregg Fullarton was fourth oittsburgh
Mays' double and
Clmnte,
Pit
132 522 82 178 .349 single,
7
90 72 .556
Louis
it.
Sturt
Dennis
HArn, All
139 495 95 162 .327 Kingman's homer. They added
with a time of 20:59.
1.4
79
.512
83
Chicago
Sngilln, Pit
)38 533 60 170 419
was fifth in 21:01 while Gene Weis New York
83 79 .512 14.
1363113 61-T61 .319 two insurance runs in the ninth.
71 90 , .441 25/
1
2 Jones, NY
rounded out the top five places Montreal
Walter Alston, whose Dodgers
149 609 85 192 .315
Alou St.L
67 95 .414 30
Philadelphia
157 6/0 126 200 .313 put on a torrid stretch run only
Brck, St.L
for the Racers with 21:15.
West
162 599 94 186 .311
W. L. Pct. GB Staub, Mont
In cross country, the lowest
to fall short by a game, said he
Francisco 90 72 .556
American League
score wins. The places of the first San
was "disappointed we didn't go
1
Los Angeles 89 73 .549
G. AB R. H. Pct.
8
81 80 .506
five finishers are totaled up for Atlanta
126 487 73 164 .337 all the way. I'm proud of how
Ova, Min
79 83 .488 11
146 529 94 175 .331 the team played as a unit." he
Mrcr, NY
all of the participating teams and Houston
79 83 .488 11
Cincinnati
Rtnmnd, Del
If Congress votes to repect1- the 77; fedparticularly
the team with the lowest score is San Diego
61 100 .379 289
141 491 81 156 .318 added, "and I'm
erol excise tax on automobiles, and makes
Thursday's Results
157 657 94 204 .311 proud of Maury Wills. I don't
the winner. The Racers had the
Tyr, Min
4 Phila 3
Carew, Min 147 577 88 177 307 think he's ever played harder in
it retroactive, and you bought one of our
second, third, fourth, fifth and Pitts
New York 6 St Louis 1
147 555 80 167 301
Otis, KC
cars after Aug. 15, lucky you.
fourteenth finishers at Owen- Chicago 5 Montreal 3
his
life."
294
141 500 65 147
May, Chi
1
It means you'll be getting back a nice
147 524 86 153 292
White, NY
sboro, which added together, Atlanta 6 Cincinhati
Elsewhere in the NL, Chicago
San Fran 4 San Diego 1
119 450 64 130 289
Hrtn, Oct
amount of money from Volkswagen of
beat
makes 28.
New
Montreal
5-3,
York
Los Angeles 2 Houston 1
144
288
141
500
51
Ulndr, Cle
America (Something like $103-$171 de133 469 52 135 .288 ripped St. Louis 6-1, Atlanta
The Racers, who won their
Alou, NY
pending on which cor you've bought.)
downed
only other meet, a dual win over SKAGGS REACTIVATED
Cincinnati
6-2
and
Home Runs
But if you happened to buy a Volts(UPI)
PHILADELPHIA
home
their
Stargell, Pittsburgh edged Philadelphia
National
League:
Austin Peay, open
wcigen before August 15, don't feel dePitt 48, H Aaron, All 47; May, 4-3. In American
League
play,
season October 8 against Middle Jim Skaggs, veteran guard who Cm
prived.
knee n 39; Johnson, Phil 34; Washington lost its last game in
a_ strained
suffered
Tennessee.
Williams, All and Bonds, SF 33
You're still saving over the overage car
ligament in training camp and
the capital by a 9-0 forfeit when
about $1500 on the car itself, $135o year on
American
League:
Melton,
list,
inactive
the
on
has been
Chi 33, Cash, Det and Jackson, fans poured onto the field in the
Bob Davis of Kentucky scored
gas. ond $who.knows-how much on repairs.
was activated Thursday by the Oak 32; Smith, Dos 30; F ninth after the Senators had
five TDs and gained 267 yards
Philadelphia Eagles for Sun- Robinson, Ball, Petrocells, Bos, taken a 8-5 lead over New
rushing in a game against
Nettles, Clev and Killebrew,
day's game against the San Minn 28
York, Chicago shaded Milwauk1937.
Washington & Lee in
Runs Batted In
Francisco 49ers.
ee 2-1 and California edged
National League: Torre, St. L
137,
Stargell, Pift
125,
H Minnesota 3-2.
Aaron, Atl 118, Bonds, SF 102;
Ferguson Jenkins finished as
Montanez, Phil 99
American League: Killebrew, the NL's biggest winner as he
Minn 119; F Robinson, Bat 99 pitched a nine-hitter for is 24th
;mith, Dos 96; Murcer, NY and victory
as the Cubs beat
753-9909 office - 753-9960 home
Bando, Oak 94
Montreal. Jim Hickman drove
Announces the opening of his office at 903
Pitching
in two runs for Chicago.
League:
Jenkins,
Ken Singleton drove in four
Sycamore, Murray, for the practice of Chiropractic. ChiNational
1413; Downing, LA and
Carlton, St L 209, Seaver, NY runs with a pair of homers to
to 5p m.
a.m.
Tues,
9
Mon.
&
20 10; Ellis, Pitt 199,
hours
lift the Mets past St. I DU1S and
9 a.m.to 12 noon
Wed
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
American
League:
Lolich,
give Tom Seaver his 20th
Del
By _
12
noon
25
a.m.
to
14;
Blue,
Oak
9
14
8
&Fri.
Thurs.
Open Mon. thru Sat. 730 A.M. 'til 5 P.M.
Wood, Chi 22 13. McNally, Ball victory. Seaver struck out 13
2 p.m.to8p.m.
1 5, Hunter,' Oak 11 11
Appointment Sat.
batters
to
finish
with
289, tops
gasa.to 2p.m.
(Eliminates earlier)
in the NI. and his 1.76 earned

MSU Harriers
Meet Arkansas
State Today

Exclusive Club

Giants Wrap Up Western
Division Title Thursday

Standings

Major League
Leaders

Grogan had reached the,
semifinals by defeating Jerry
Hopkins. Blankenship reached
the finals by defeating Jim Bryan
and Delmar Brewer. Brewer
reached the semifinals by
defeating James Washer.
Grogan defeated Brewer for third
place.
Marvin Harris won the fourth
flight by defeating R.B. Morgan.
Harris reached the semifinals by
defeating Danny Edwards and
Clyde Roberts. Roberts reached
the semifinals by defeating
Charles Caldwell and Fred
Pogue.
Morgan reached the
finals by defeating Jim Bell and
Billy Morton. Morton reached
the semifinals by defeating Bill
Grasty and A.R. Hatcher.
Roberts defeated Morton for
third place.
Members are reminded to sign
up for the Mixed best ball tournament to be held on October 10
by noon on the 7th.
ALBERT BRENNAN DIM
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) Albert Andrews Brennan, 97, a
retired treasurer of the New
York Yankees between 1950 and
1962, died Wednesday at a
nursing home here. Funeral
arrangements are pending.

i

Roast Beef
& Gravy rot.
DIP-A-ONE

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

Phone 753-9999

If the7%excise tax
is repealed,
and you bought a
Volkswagen after Aug.15,
you're entitled to a refund.
If you bought one before,
you're saving money
anyway.

DR. D. CHRIS EMMERT

Phone

3,

- CHIROPRACTOR -

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
$A#i
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Next Week's TV

--Television
W9A-TV Sched-tile- Major League Playoffs On NBC
Are 'Highlights' Of TV's Week
'Channel 4

I
I

WLAC-TV
Channel 5

I

WSIX-TV

Channcl 8

Friday Evening

00 News;

Whir. San. News: Wthr.; Sots
F. D. Sound poetics.
U 39 Mayberry,
Chicago Teddy Bea,,
00 The D.A.
30 Movie:
O'Hara, United
y
States
"River of
00
M vie:
Mystery30

Andy Grieitk
This Is Your Ulu

By JACK GAYER
Brady Ilutt
-ch
NEW YORK (UPI)—NBC
Partridge family
gets involved during the new
television week in the annual
CouPl•
Love American Style struggle to determine the major
Movie
"The Deadly
09
30 Monty Nash
Hunt"
LoveAmitrican Style league baseball champion.
First come the playoff series
1/1 00 News; Wthr.: SO, News: Wthr.: Sots. It Takes ;Thief
between the winners of the
Perry Mason
It Takes a Thief
I U 30 Tonight
Ferry Mason
'News; Wthr.. Sots. Eastern and Western divisions
i 00 Tonight
f the National and American
Movie:
Movie:
II 30 Tonight
Leagues. Those series are
• "Hell Raiders"
I "Carillen of Evil"
scheduled to be completed no
I
WM.
Movie
later than Oct. 7. First team to
Saturday Morning
vrin three of five games is
-Sunnis, Semester
Three Stooges
league champ.
00 Agriculture USA
Sunrise Semester
Three Stooges
U 30 Farm Digest
Then the National and Ameri,funky Phantom — can League winners will have
Bugs Bunny
oo Dr, Doolittle
lacks*. 5
I 30 Weedy Weedpecker Scooby Doe
at it in the World Series, which
Harlem Globetrotters Bewitched
begins Oct. 9 in a best of seven
00 Deputy Dams
Hair Boar lunch
Liaieville
set. First two games are in the
30 New Pink Panther
Curiosity Shop
1 Pebbles/Ba'inBa'm
American League city.
a 00 Barrier Reef
Curiosity Shop
j Archie's Funnies
Highlights (All times EDT un30 Take a Giant
less noted):
Sabriaa
Step
00
featly/ Quest
fetie & Pussycats
i Lancelet Link
SUNDAY
30 Bugaloos
CBS National Football League
IMoriltees
'Sports Challenge
00 Screen Auditions
Football:
regional telecasts: San Francislolhou Ave There
_
30 Screen Auditions
co-Philadelphia at 1; WashingSaturday Afternoon
ton-Dallas, Atlanta-Detroit, New
00 Ilirag Doubleheader First Saturday
Mich. State vs.
Orleans-Houston at 2. Double30
Notre Dame
Divisional Playoff
Town Council
header games at 4 pair Chicago
1 00
Football
Baseball D'hearker ICommunity Center 5i
and Los Angeles and New York
I 30
Football
Divisional Playoff Eddie Hill
I
Giants and St. Louis, with the
00
-Baseball D'headdr I Death Valley Days I
Football
former game being aired in the
10
Football
Divisional Playoff l Pitstop
Midwest and Pacific areas and
oo Baseball D'header Roller NAY
FotbalI
the latter in the rest of the
30
Divisional Playoff Roam Derby
I football
country.
00
Baseball Dissimilar 'Movie:
Wide World of Spts.
NBC at 1 will have either a
30
Divisional Playoff I "Gun Flory"
;Wide World of Spits.
major league baseball playoff
Baseball D'Ireader 1 Sports illustrated
(Wide World et Sots.
r
o
game or an American Football

_
9

12 0030

tune". A large cash donation to
a church is linked to a double
murder.
"Movie of the Week" on ABC
at 8:30 screens "The Last
Child," in which a couple in
1994 must flee the country because a government edict
threatens to take the life of
their unborn baby.
NBC's "The Funny Side" at
9:30 investigates "The Funny
Side of Law and Order." ,

S
7
I

WEDNESDAY
Possibly a baseball playoff
game on NBC.
"NBC Mystery Movie" at 8:30
has another the "Columba" series, "Death Lends A Hand."
An unfaithful wife is murdered
when she refused to be blackmailed.
Victory Jorey is guest star on
the CBS "Mannix" episode at
10, playing the father of Mannix, who returns to his home
town to investigate the death of
a worker during a labor dispute.
"A Very Special Girl" is the
fare on ABC's "'The Man and
the City" at 10. The mayor's
school for gifted young artists
is in trouble when a harpist accuses the principal of responsibility for her pregnancy.
"Rod Serling's Night Gallery"
on NBC at 10 has four segments
Divisional Playoff Troth or Cameron Lawrence Welk
—"A Fear of Spiders," Junior,"
Saturday Evening
Conference game. If it's base- "Marmalade Wine" and "the
00 News; Whir.: Spfs. Has Hew
ILawrence Welk
ball at 1, football will be at 4, Academy." Players include PatIliee Nam
30 Rolling on River
Lassie
or vice versa. The AFC regional rick O'Neal, Kim Stanley, Wally
Getting Together
AN in the Family
schedule is: Baltimore-New Cox, Rudy Vallee, Robert
00 Partners
Movie:
30 Coed Leo
iFianny Face
England, NewYork Jets-Miami, Morse, Pat Boone and Leif ErSan Diego-Pittsburgh at 1; Buf- ickson.
"Sweet Sweet
00 Movie:
New Dick Van Dyke
Rachel"
falo-Minnesota, Cincinnati at
30
"Tell Them Willie Mary Tyler Moore
THURSDAY
Green Bay at 2; Kansas City- Possibly a baseball playoff
Mission: Impossible Persuaders
Boy Is Here"
00
Denver at 4.
Mission: Impossible peraadea
Movie
30
game on NBC.
'The CBS movie at 7:30 has Ruth Buzzi, Errol Garner and
00 News;
SPN- News: Wtbr, Sags.
Takes a Thief
has 1969's "To Sir, With Love," Tim Conway are guests on Flip
Perry Mason
30 CrEatnit
'It Takes a 'IVO
starring Sidney Poitier.
Perry Mason
00
"Night of the
Wilson's NBC hour at 8.
News; Wthr.: Sots.
The ABC movie at 9 has "The CBS movie at 9 again
30
Homer"
,Movie: - 1965's "Von Ryan's Express," screens "Butterfield 8," 1960
00 Avengers
"Dungeons is
"Three Coins in s
starring Frank Sinatra,
30 Avengers
film starring Elizabeth Taylor
Horror"
Fountain'.
MONDAY
as a mixed-up woman doomed
A major league baseball play- to a tragic end.
off game may be on NBC in the NBC's "Nichols" at 9 offers
N-DEVICE TESTED
BASILICA DESECRATED
"Paper Badge." Arrival in town
YUCCA FLAT, Nev. (UPI; — afternoon.
TERNI,
Italy (UPI) -NFL football on ABC at 9 has of a beautiful actress sets off a
A nuclear device similar in
'eves raided the Basilica of
clash between two men.
bombs the Cleveland-Oakland game.
. Valentine, the patron saint magnitude to the atom
NBC's movie at 9 screens
dropped on Japan during World
FRIDAY
lovers, police said Wedries"Speedway," starring Elvis "O'hara, United States Treasy. They said the robbers War II was detonated in an Presley and Nancy Sinatra
in a ury" on CBS at 8:30 has an eptest Wednesday
de off with an undetermined underground
isode Involving a ctsarge et ex1,240 feet below the desert musical about auto racers.
unt of wedding rings and
TUESDAY
tortion against another agent
floor.
votive gifts.
Possibly a baseball playoff who is O'Hara's friend.
The Atomic Emergy CommisValentine is an obscure
"NBC World Premiere, Movsion said all radiation was game on NBC.
priest martyred around
contained underground. The "Serge" on NBC at 8:30 has ie" at 8:30 presents "The impaA.D. and is buried in the test, which had a force of less "Psst! Wanna Buy A Dirty Pic- tient Heart," with Carrie Snodeilica bearing his name. He
grass, Michael Brandon and Mithan 2,000 tons of TNT, marked
came the patron saint of
chael Constantine in a drama
the United States' seventh
vet's in the Miadle Ages underground blast in 1971 and
about a deeply concerned sociause of the belief that his
al worker who turns her own
was the 237th since the ban on
y, Feb. 14, was the day atmospheric testing in 1953.
romance
into a case study.
I
I
•
•
•
•
birds began to mate
"The NEW CBS Friday Night
Movies" at 9:30 offers "The
Face of Fear," with Ricardo
Montalban, Jack Warden and
FOR CORRECT
Elizabeth Ashley. A woman who
States with the largest numthinks she has a fatal illness
ber pf public eating and drinkarranges to have herself maing establishments are Calidered, then discovers she has
DAY OR NIGH fornia. New York, Pennsylvania,
Illinois, Texas, Ohio, New Jernothing wrong with her.
sey, Wisconsin. Michigan and
SATURDAY
Florida.
The National Restaurant As.
NBC broadcasts (Video and
reports that total sales MHE FIRST red peoples en- radio) the first World Series
volumes for eating and drinking 1 countered by
the Spanish baseball game this afternoon.
places are highest in California.
New York, Illinois. Pennsyl- explorers of the New World time and teams not now defivania, Ohio, Texas, Michigan. were peacefully inclined, in- nite. However, game is in
New Jersey, Florida and Mas- dustrious tribesmen and wom- American
League city, and that
en, dwelling in permanent
sachusetts.
Communities with orderly team will be either Oakland or
forms of government. They Baltimore. If the former, a late

a

10
11
12

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

rft

tt011
• • .. O. • .t

Restaurant Totals
Listed By States

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

FRIDAY—ocroBER 1, 1971

KENTUCKY

by Clark
Kinnaird

Pt OPUS HANK

Donald
Sutherland

Chile decides
not to close
UPI bureau
SANTIAGO (UPI): PresiAllende of
..Salvador
.
bile has announced that
his government will not
carry out its decision to
close the operations of
United Press International
in Chile
He announced at t Ii e
same time that the present
UPI bureau ma nager in
Santiago. Martin P. Houseman. could not continue in
that position there because
of what the pre,sident
termed as "conduct inacc eptabl e to the government."
In a declaration Sept. 15,
the president had announced he would close the
agency and cited as a reason a story which UPI carried in its Spanish language service quoting the
Colombian newspaper E
Tiempo of Bogota.

The fact that the Stock
Market was oversold after six
straight days of decline recently does not prevent it from
increasing its oversold condition
as it has several times this
summer, said E. F. Hutton St
Co., Inc.
In such a lethargic investment climate, the most constructive thing the market
could do is stop going down and
provide evidence of finding
support and ending its downside
momentum, the firm said.

had highly cultivated arts.
These were the Arawalcs of
the Great Antilles, the abortg11161s with whom Columbus
and hd companions made
their conticts in 1492.
Their sculptures included
stone masks ebniiar to this

Emmanuel Miss
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
4

First Baptist
Morning Worship
3(145a
Evening Worship
7 30p

Jane Fonda stars as a
prostitute who is the intended
victim of a killer in Warner Bros.'
contemporary mystery, "Klute,
now at the Cheri Theatre.
Starring in the Technicolor film
with her is Donald Sutherland.

PARKER FORD INC.
Murray, Hy,
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW oR USED CAR

Spring Creek
Merning Worship
Evening Worship

it
bg

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

7

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11
Worship
Evening
7:30
Hazel Baptist
11
Morning WorOip
Evening Worship
7:30
Poplar Springs
11
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:30

Grace Baptist
ning Wors
hip
10:45
r
ening Worship
.
7

Wood River
Morning Worship
11
Evening Worship
6:30
Kirtsey Saints?
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:30

11

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:50,
tvening Worship 6:301

New Mt. Carmel Missionai
Morning Worship
@is/ening Worship 6:30 I

Flint Baptist
11
!Morning Worship
7:30
Evening Worship

IS A NEW WAY TO EAT BREAD WITH OTHER

"DIP-A-ONE*

FOODS WITHOUT FOOLING AROUND WITH SITTING AT A TABLE AND
FOODS THAT WOULD LEAK OUT OF A

EATING FROM A PLATE 0
SANDWICH

Morning W
Cor
hes4
r C°rner
Evening Worship
wors
Elm

Salem Baptist
11
i morning Worship
7:15
7 Evening Worship

SOAK UP SOME GRAVY OR SAUCE AND PICK UP SMALL BIT'S IN THE TOP
. BITE OFF THE END

END OF THE ONE

Christian

BREAD IS FRESH BAKED

TO EAT--- DIP END OF ..ONE* IN CUP

IN STICK FORM (ONES)

"HANDLE"

11
- 7

Evening Worship

sew

ETC;) ARE SERVED IN INSULATED CUPS

GROOVE

it
7

le)(LIKE ROAST BEEF AND GRAVY; CHiCkEN ALA KING;

First Christian
Worship Services
10:30a
pm
Murray Christian
i
1 Worship Services 10 45 a m

7

OR--EAT WITH THE SPOON AT THE

THEN TAKE BITES OF BREAD FROM THE SPOON
(LIKE CHEESE;

SOLID FOODS AND THICK SPREADS

Boone's Inv

CLEANER THAT'S I

THE

BUTTER)ARE SOMETIMES INSERTED INSIDE THE BREAD STICK.
EAT THESE FILLED ONES LIKE A LONG THIN HOT DOG.,

BACK IN

Edwin Cain Cot
COMMERCIAL

THE 18" CENTURY IN ENGLAND, BUSY LORD SANDWICH SLAPPED A PIECE
OF MEAT BETWEEN 2 SLICES OF BREAD

AND ATE ON THE WAY

St*
621 So 4th

American
Motors
Cain & Treas

TO HIS DESTINATION. NOW THERE'S ANOTHER I BETTER WAY OF ON- THEGO -EATING....

Ambassador-Hornet-M
Top Quality
Five Points

"SANDWICHES* ARE MADE FROM

BUT HOT HOME BAKED BREAD IS

COLD BAKERY BREAD it-• SOMETHING ELSE.

Carroll Tin

"DIP -A- ONE*

BREAD IS THE HOME-MADE KIND, SERVED
HOT ONLY MOMENTS AFTER BAKING

YOUR UNI ROYAL
1105 Pogue

CHEESE; HAM AND BEEF.

2

Block E o

Colonial House

Choice Selection of Re
Vegetables a
Fast Service C

A

"SANDWICHES° LIMIT US TO SOLID *DIP-A-ONE-LETS US EAT (ON - THE-GO)
FOODS AND THICK SPREADS THAT ANY FOOD WITH BREAD WE'D EAT AT A
WON'T FALL OUT THE SIDES ---4
ROAST PORK
S1TDOWN MEAL ,j
LIKE HAMBURGER; HOT DOGS;
AND GRAVY, HAM AND BEANS, CASSEROLES,

(I) used in ceremonials. The

7:301

,

West Pent
Morning Worship
111
Evening Worship
6:30p

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

Wall Street
Chatter

The United States may yet
agree to at least consider a
modest rise in the $35 per
ounce gold price to win
cooperation of other industria55.od mations in the intet-national money market, said Shearson, Hammitt & Co.
The firm said Treasury
Secretary Connally's attitude on
gold seems to have softened a
bit since the London International Monetary Fund meeting
earlier in September and "he
may be listening to the
argument that there should be
a gold price increase rather
than dismissing it out of hand."

Scotts Grove
11 00
Worship Service
Evening worship
7.301

witIr 1111*,

afternoon time; an early hour if
in Baltimore.
"You Are There" on CBS at
12:30 gives spot news treatment
to -The Siege of the Alamo."
ABC's nationally telecast college football game is the Michigan-Michigan State bout. Time
is uncertain, depending upon
when NBC has the World Series
on the air. Could be as early as
12:45 or at 2:45.
Wide World of
"ABC's
Sports, varying times regionally due to baseball and football,
covers the All-Ireland Hurling
Championship at Dublin and the
U. S . Open Pocket Billiards Donald Sutherland stars as a
Championship in Chicago.
small-town detective in New
ABC's "Movie of the Week- York hunting a man intent on
"Thief,"
screens
end" at 8:30
killing Jane Fonda in Warner
tale of a man trying to break Bros.' contemporary mystery.
with his criminal past who must "Klute," now at the Cheri
get money quickly to pay a Theatre
in
Technicolor.
debt Richard Crenna, Angie
Dickinson, Cameron Mitchell,
Hurt Hatfield and Robert WebNEW YORK —The New York
ber are in the cast.
NBC's movie at 9 repeats Civil Liberties Union, filing a
1966's "Return of the Seven," suit to let college students vote
with Yul Brynner starring in a in campus towns and acknowwestern in which two men seek ledging the political structure
to find kidnapped by outlawsjof those towns may change:
"That's called democracy,
laws
and we have been teaching it to
students in their civics classes
for many years."

NEW YORK (UPI) —It is
difficult to see how President
Nixont Phase Two program
can avoid a showdown with
organized labor, particularly in
the auto industry where a seven
per cent wage boost is
scheduled for the fourth quarter, observes Argus Research
Corp.
If Phase Two is to accomplish anything at all, it must
slow the rise in wages from the
seven per cent rate of the first
half to about five to six per
cent, the firm said.

Baptist

Hwy

641

North

Corvette

BOWLING AT ITS BI

STEWS, VEGETABLES, FONDUES.

1415 Math Street

People have been eatin'
lord sandwiches way over
200 years.
It's Time For A Change!,
to Dip-A-Ones

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

AR
1/1

'CV

We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.,Thev decide who is really going
to run our operation.
Its a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need— and use
service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know how to tailor repayment programs to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs—any season of the year — with a seasoned -money
oro: the man at PCA.

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Keys Keel, Office Manager
Phone
30;) North 4th Street

5602

extraordinary range of aboriginal handicrafts in the New
World is catalogued anew in
American Indian Design 9.
Decoration, by Le Roy H. ApAn estimated I.460,000 periains
pleton, with over 700 illustrations from the Western Hem- were employed in all branches iif
isphere (pub, by Dover.) It the int.iirance business throughout
reflects burgeoning interest in thc United Stales in I470. :thout
collecting artifacts of the or- 50.000 more than the previous
iginal Americans. Of special year; according to the Institute
value is Robert Bruce Inver- Life Insurance.
During It/67. the most recent
arity's Art of the lyorthwest
Coast Indians (University of year (or which the Flureoti of the
(iltfornla Press). There is ( ensus pr-ovided detailed ditt.i.
evidence of transpacific voy- some 740.000 persons wori ked in
ages of those peoples long be- life insurance eItier exclusively tai
fore Vikings and Spanish together with other kinds if insiaance. About 5711,000 pesons
crossed the Atlantic.
,

JAS

CLOP

Freed Cothc
HEATING

SHEET META1

4th at Chestnut

Wayne Darnell C

YOUR JOHNSON M

Sales, Parts, Service-Cor
94E. at Murray Bait Co

Dunn TV 14

SALES ANC

50,000 New Insurance Jobs in 1970
worked solely in other branches of
tnsterance„commonly property, casitillfy and liability lines, bringing
ihe total that year to I,310,000.
Tlye growth of employment in the
insurance bosinest has continued
even though the use of automated
equipment in insurance company
“Ifices has been rapidly expanding.
lbe Institute reports that on the
h.isis of recent estimates, jobs pro,rded by the entire insurance business have increased by about
S5,000 since 1960.

Dip-A-Ones

ADMIRAL
118

CAPP

Now Open
Chestnut Street

TAPPA

South 12th

IlletAurray Liv
SALE EVERY TUESDAY
Hogs

11

,
f

D

WM E

boug

DODSC

..rwimgeogritoore
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Baptist

An investment in Your future

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening wOrship
7:30p.m.
Emmanuel Missiobary
Morning WOrship
,
a 11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m
•4

West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Church Of Christ

II

U 11C-

E R

I.

LLL LI

11a.m.
6130p.m.

New Providence
Morning Worship
)1 a.m.Evening Worship
6:309:1
University
Morning Worship
'0.30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

"For Mier, your treasure is, there orill yew

Spring Creek
MOrning Warship
Evening Worship

Fonda stars as a
who is the intended
a killer in Warner Bros.'
wary mystery, "Mate,
the Cheri Theatre.
In the Technicolor film
Is Donald Sutherland.

YUEN YOU

) INC.

ay, Ky.
V PROFIT
siness"
E US ON A
AR

• WOO NW

Nazarene

..
.
0
•
t
'.2..." 1
."
*
";
_e
.

at.

r
ieji.4,•

ms,.. rT!

•• 41,

•I • ;I

•

444

Murray Church
Sunday School
10a,m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
Ila.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m

11 a.m.
7p.m.

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 30 p.m.

days

United, 310 Irvan Ave.
Sunday School
10a m
Evening Worship
7p m
United, New Concord
Sunday School
10a rri.
Worship Services 11 a m , 7 p m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10 am,
Worship Services
11 a m , 7 30
pm

Poplar Springs
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship
Grace Baptist
tAorning Worship
10:45a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.

South Pleasnt Greve
Morning Worship
10:45a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.
Good Shepherd United
Service
9:30a.m.
Sunday School
10 30a.m

worstlip

.9n six days God created the earth and everything on it
and gave man dominion over it. God was the Creator; Man
was to be the Caretaker.

Brooks Chapel United
-lborsh i p servicbc,at 9:30
& 2nd Sundays, Al. a.m. 3rd
Sunday, & 6 p.m. 4th Sunday.

a.m. 1st

But over the years, Man has slowly destroyed,his domain:
its water, air and soil; its plant and arlirtial life; and
even his fellowman. Unless sUch destruction fir the
guise of progress is stopped, future gener7itions may never
see a panorama that goes on forever.
They may Never watch a bird in flight or hear it sing,
catch a fish, smell a flower, walk barefoot or
witness the colors of nature.

First Assembly Of God
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11:00

Bleed River
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m. 1st
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel Unit.'
Sunday School
10a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.

49

Pentecostal

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship

Methodist

"

"4'1

Kirksey Bail
or
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
evening Worship
6:30P-rn.
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.

Bethel United
•
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st
and 4th Sundays, 6:30 p.m. 2nd
Sunday, & 9130 a.m. 3rd SundaY
Independence united
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1St &
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
9:30 a.m. 4th Sunday
Kirksey United
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
Evening Worship
7 00p.m.
Coldwater United
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11:00

Man has the ability to both preserve
and destroy. The decision is up to‘rou.
Which wilt you do?

11TH OTHER
TABLE'AND
AK OUT OF A

Elm Grove
L.,
•
MOrning.Worship
Evening Worship

10 a.m.
Mornina Worship
11 a.m
Sunday School
First Methodist
Worship
8.4.55.10:50a.m.
Russells Chapel United
Sunday School
10 a.m
Morning Worship
11 a.rn

11 a m.
7pm.

ti$
4

11 a.m.
• 7p.m.

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 P.m. 2nd & 4th

Salem Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:15p.m.
Evening Worship

Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 945 a.m. 1st
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sunday
Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a.m. 2nd
Sunday, 10 - 45 a.m. 4th Sunday

(EN ALA KING;

Christian

FRESH BAKED
N CUP

'S IN THE TOP

First Christian
Worship Services
10:30 a.m

YOU IN THE CHURCH
THE CHURCH IN

7 p.m.

E SPOON AT THE

Fo.,••cornb.21`..., foe good

THE SPOON
(LIKE CHEESE,

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a m.
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6,30 p.m.
15t & 3rd & 4th Sunday

7

rn
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10 450 m

„

"..

YOU

err, Ne -.pope, ,ea.,e, S,,,2‘•
1o. 23
Fco, wo. 2.,.•

concord

Presbyterian
Liberty Cumberland
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
North PlosaM Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Oak Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 118.m.,7 p.m.
Mount Plesant
„
11 a.m.
ning Worship
7p.m.
E.Ieping Worship
.- irst Presbyterian
9:30a.m.
Church Sebool
Worship Se?site
10:45 a.m.

Other
Denominations
Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a m 11 a m , 4'30
pm
Saturday Mass'
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Service
11 a m.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower
10 30a m.
Bible Lecture
9 30a m.
Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services tl am,7pm
St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10:30a.m.
Morning Worship
9:30a.m.,
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
9 15a m
AAornino Worship
10 30a m
Seventh Day Adventist
10 00 a m.
Sabbath School
9. 30 a m
Worship Service

Shady Oaks

.

Mobile Horn. Courts

.„ „

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

6p.m.*
a

Union Greve
Morning Worship
10:50a.m 5i
Evening Worship
6:30p.m..
Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service
Evening Service
5p.m.
New
Morning Service
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
Plesant Valley
Morning Worship
I a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.

Ile a rpolor

..-„,
..=altir..ifr..A,:' #.....V.A::#:•"5:,-;.74::0.."*.;.*::4X7.7%
..4
.7..4:7.4.,..C.Cf.....r.....Orrilat2f.:4
a:;/:.C.4.3
4 .M.

Boone's Incorporated

10:50 a.m.

Temple Hill United

Flint Baptist
lla.m.
!Morning Worship
730 p.m.
Worship
Evening
Cherry Corner
! Morning Worship
Evening Worship

7p.m.

West Murray
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

1.1 a.m.
II p.m

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Evening worsnip

"

•

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45a.m
7:30p.m Evening worship

Green Plain
Morning Worship
10:15 a.*

bead healSO"

ii.

Ph. 733-5209

Mayfield Hwy. 121

'ICK.
BACK IN

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
COMMERCIAL

APPED A PIECE
E ON THE WAY
OF ON- THE-

RESIDENTIAL

str4ifieeiBuild)011S
Phone 753-1675

621 So. 4th

Motors
Vu American
Ambassador-Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 753-6448
Five Points

READ IS
”DIP -A- ONE°

DE KIND, SERVED

R BAKING .1-- 1-2-1

(ON-THE-GO)

WE'D EAT AT A
ROAST PORK
'ANSI CASSEROLES,

NDUES.

n'
)ver

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin • Thurs.. Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

Cain & Treas Motor Sales

Carroll Tire Service
YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER
1105 Pogue -'2 Block E. of S. 12th- Phone 753-1459

Colonial House Smorgasbord
A Choice Selection of Relishes- Salads - Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service . Open Sundays
Phone 753-2700

Hwy. 641 North

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

Phone 753-2202

1415 MaIn Street
JAS D CLOPTON

(-N ,A-)oot

AIR CONDITIONING
Phone 7534832

4th at Chestnut

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine
YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER '
Sales, Parts, Service-Compete Boating Supplies
,i
Phone 753-3734
94 E at Murray Bait Co

Dunn TV & Appliance
SALES AND SERVICF
TAPPAN WHIRLPOOL

ADMIRAL

Phone 153-3037

118 South 12th
Imow-

Murray, Kentucky

ase

Ph. 753-7793

Kentuckw pied ekkiku
"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

of the Following Businesses:

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish. Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities to
Churches. Clubs and All Social Meetings

Sycamore at 12th

Call in Orders 753-7101

753 5334
SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M -- PH
Hogs bought daily
II

WM E

DODSON, OWNER

Wells Electric

Up & Carburetor Service
Ph. 753-8119

North 4th St.

=

Commercial - Farm — Building Lots and
Lake Property—Buyinq - Selling- Leasing
Phone 7537724
518 W. Main

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

Allied Radio Shack
"WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS

A complete line of Electronic Component parts & Ac
cessories
N 12th Extended

Hwy. 6a at Aurora
On
OnPhone 474-2202

Ph. 753-7100

The Hitching Post
See the Old Country Store

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. John D. Grogan Mobile Homes
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

tilin
it -AVX
iir
, .1110&40

.SALES

. SERVICE

GIFTS — UNIQUE NOVELTIES
' 2 Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Road RI 1 Hardin, Ky. 474 7266

.PARTS & RENTAL

Rudy Lovett
Distributitio

Master Tire Service, Inc.

E. W. Outland, Supt.
Holmes Ellis, Mgr.
Phone 753-8220

Palace Drive-In
Phone 753-7992

Five Points

Randy Thornton Service Co.
-SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Phone 753-8481

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

.

$OO Main

Phone 753.3231

Phone 751 2997

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential — Sales & Service
Repairs--& Installation — Gas & Sewer
501 N 4th
Phone 751 6168

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

753-3251

'

14'.

REBUILT ENGINES

The Burinesn,in i Choice

O3 Maple St

11111.1111.1116Mtki&xiaihiNadailMed1110111LEI

For

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies

,/,--ame.
,/..:-,\.,

SALES

SERVICE & RENTALS

Typewriters
Calculators
115 So 4th

Adding Machines and
753 1763

Sholar's Auto Repair
FRONT END ALIGNMENT
. MOTOR TUNE UPS
AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE

SifiV ICE

fine Pr,nr,,,4

-:• Miterray, Kentucky

Ph 753-4424

605 Maple St

.7co so

7th

Kentucky Lake Oil Company
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
SHELL
Murray
753-1323

Mayfield
247-1457

Susie's Cafe
National Hotel Building

641 Super Shell

RADIATORS REPAIRED

A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMUNT

Swl 7535197
Roe 753 5940

hINCtIfill&ffitNTIN6

FISH n (71•41PS
Chicken Peglegs - Fish 5 Chips
Treasure Chest
Eat in or carry out
South 12th Mutray Ph. 751.5267

Murray Auto Parts

rhone 753-5012

FLOWERS FOR ALL13CCASIONS

502 N 4th St

,"
!. T •
•lli
I
.

Claude Vaughn

Shirley Florist
MEMBER F T D.

Long John Silvcrs

- PIZZA - SPAGHETTI

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF $2.00 OR MORE

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE -- MEMBER FDIC

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
4..61181
1 .:•-""111.COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates.
Ph. 753-7150
Hwy 641 5 (Hazel Hwy.)

4,

Phone 753-292t

Industrial Road
/mom&

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

Iii•P'..,--..„
. A-wirr.

Trenholm's Drive-In
12th & Chestnut

MR. & MRS. WM. A JONES, OWNERS
--Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph 753 7494
604 S. 4th
.

SERVING FARM FAMILIES SINCE 1934

RECAPPING
Hwy 121 W. (Coldwater Rd./ Ph. 753-3164

802 Chestnut

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

union

Bel or Shopping Center

Air ConditioninO.Heating-Commercial Refrigeration

Highest cash prices for corn and soybeans

Hwy. 94- 1 Mi. E. Murray - Ph. 753-6685

Storey's Food Giant

Distributing Gulf Products
Co.MI)
Tires-Batteries & Accessories
South 2nd St Murray, Ky. 753.3571

GRAIN DIVISION

Phone 753-1319

Industrial Road

Central Shopping Center -• 753-6061

MINOR REPAIR & WELDING

753-3892

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Branch Office SO. 12th & Story 753 6455

NMurray Livestock Co.

Tune

Open 24 Hrs. - 7 Days

CHILI

Beal's

Southside Restaurant j

15c

HAMBURGERS
elit5
4

Phone 753 1713

403 Maple

Stadium Chili

f .1• A't

MAYTAG

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

C A P0Oreatie

RCA VICTOR . FRIGIDARIRE -

So. Side Manor Shopping Center

.,,,",,

Ward-Elkins

Through The Courtesy

'ti.C1E- Lin

4th and Sycamore

//
.1 V.
150

'BELT

Murray Warehouse .Corp. , Inc.

DIV

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
HEATING - SHEET METAL

Phone 753-1933

Murray, Ky.

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
BOWLING AT ITS BEST -- FiNE FOOD

This Page Sponsored

Grecian Steak House

.
.4
753-1751

FREE PICK•UP AND DELIVERY
Open 6:00 a.m. -

close

12:00

It .

South 12th Street—Phone 753.9131

Bob's TV Service
SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY
SINCE MO
—2-way Business Radio Installation & Service
—Aeretron Sales & Service
Dixieland Center Chestnut St. Ph. 753-5191

Lynhurst Resort
Col and Mrs. Thomas Brown----Owners
Phone 414-3345 and 436-5376

•

allo
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Sunday
School
Lesson
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
GOD CALLS MEN

ROYAL BLESSED EVENT—Crown Prince Harald of Norway and his wife. Crown Princess Sonja, in Oslo, hold
their daughter Princes.s Martha Louise, born Sept. 22.
This is the first photb to be released of the royal infant.

▪

- Crossword Puzzle
1., I
ACROSS

Pamphlet
Wide
Trader
Lasso
Comunction
Inflexible
Pronoun
Meadow
Dropsy
. 21 Resort
• 22 Girl's name
ti.,.. 24 French for
6
.
,.11
...12
14
15
: 17
18
20

1

Ii

"summer"

k
25
26
28
c: 30
31

I.

2

•

5

inlet
Bucket
Observed
Crony (colloq )
Posed for
portrait
51 Preposition
53 Compass point

::::::=7
:•:+.=

8

rill 10 li:eN
:::;:!

kreit!
gtiA t 7
16lll
79.C!
IS21

keR

VI25
1111::1111
27
itlifi 28

II

29

:44*VA9V:31
44:*::•:4:•!•!*
iMIt::::: 3S,

04:44
!iii154:F WV
36 37

a

:::::::
40
WY=
.X.Z mg
•
in•i.: 43
5*0.lllUl
MCZAIM
48 :51,.... 49
ciett
:•::::
tr
ic
Cil
52

11111
lUU

a
saummitt-ammo*
50

1 Cylindrical
2 Sun god

4

40
43
44
47
48

:::lll

19

0

DOWN

3

32 Checkered
pattern
33 Blushing to a
greater degree
34 Longs for
35 Manage
36 Man's name
37 Domesticates

4:4:4: 1 5

45 Edge
ill
.. 46 Cyprmid
fish
iii
47 Commemorati
marches
:4.4Me%
49 Brother of
32 11
Odin
38
'
. 50 Hold back
glic• 52 Rents
0
12
54 Baker's
4
products
55 Go in

0000 00M0 000
MOM 0000 MOO
MOUNO 0000000
030M00 MMOO
0000 00 MOO
000 000000 00
000 MO 00 MOO
DM 000000 MMO
lOOM OM MOO
0000 000000
3111001000 00MMO
000 MOOM 0000
1300 =UM 0000

3 A state
(abbr.)
4 Give up
5 Dealer
6 Reproaches
7 Genus of frogs
8 Worthless
, leaving
9 Three toed
sloth
10 Part of furnace
11 Apportions
13 Plague,
16 Encountered
19 Achieves
21 Pittsburgh
football player
23 One of Three
Musketeers
25 Turn aside
27 Organ of
hearing
29 Guido's high
note

The sweetsop
Hunting dog
Austere
Eaclamation
Confederate
general
32 Cloister •
35 Loose woman
1
38 P,yrt of
.
camera
V.:4
-:
39 Period of
'.
time
14
'
141 Tissue
1 42 Paid notices
18
43 Aches

p

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

DIstr, by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

AvAr.....Araninew..............FArowurArAmer.mr

Phone

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

#753-5787
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

MUMS

In Bloom

8 to 5
Mon. thru
Sat
1 to 5
Sunday

ea.95

Large selection of extra
nice comoact and dwarf
Japanese $495 &

HOLLY 5295
LARGE

AZEALAS
3 TO 4. SOUTHERN

RED JAPANESE

MAPLE
FATSLA

t JAPONICA
; GARDINAS
tROSES

in Plaatable

ea95
Only

pots

1 and

1
1
WASHINGTON (UPI) —As
1 members of the Congressional
1 committee watched, former
1 Lockheed Aircraft Corp. employe no. 526 798 reached into a
plastic bag and pulled out a
shiny, three-inch object.
"Here is a standard aircraft
ea 1 bolt," said Henry M. Durham.
"It is a common bolt that
probably would cost $2 or 83.
"Lockheed bought four of
these bolts for $65 each."
As Durham told it to the
ea
95
committee, that was why he
quit his job helping build the
Air Force's C5A transport —the
largest Mane in the world —at
Lockheed's Marietta, Ga.,
Tea
plant. He said he couldn't stand
the massive waste and mismanagement he saw, and that he
tried to correct the situation.
"I was told to shut up," he
said. "That kind of thing just
stuck in my craw."
Durham said he observed
waste at the Lockheed plant
while working as a production
engineer. He said hardware
Was purchased at "exorbitant"
prices
and that "thousands and
a few left';
thousands of parts and as.semblies were misplaced and left
ut of the planes."
The hearing was called to
look Into why the C5A exceed i d
its original cost estimates by $2
billion,
The plane was defended at
\ the 'se:;sion Wednenday by H.
rararA/441 .Lee F'oore, executive vice
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earrings with the exclusnc earclips that hold fast
but timer pinch can be safely
worn as cufflinks.
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Reap

ROBOT MINI TANK FIREFIGHTER—The Firecat, a remote controlled fire pumper, is
demonstrated at the International Association of Fire Chiefs meeting in St. Louis
by its inventor, Phil Cummins (left). The piece of firefighting equipment looks like
a small tank, can travel into areas where man could not survive, and can pump 1,ZOO gallons of water per minute, all under radio control.
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Lockheed Charged With
Waste & Mismanagement
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ACCIDENTAL PROMOTION
—
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Whiti. House Press Secretary
RonaTd L. Ziegler inadvertealy
referred to President Nixon's
national security affairs adviser
Wednesday as "Secretary of
State Kissinger."
Ziegler made the error while
briefing reporters on Nixon's
meeting with Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko. But
he quickly corrected himself,
saying Secretary of State
William P. Rogers and Henry
A. Kissinger of the National
Security Council staff sat in on
the meeting.
The press secretary declared
the slip was "off the record."
Some democrats have conteded that Kissinger, a key White
House aide, has usurped the
duties of the Secretary of State.

1

$Q95

4 colors to
choose from

God calls men, whom He has forgiven and saved, and commissions them to perform specific tasks and to render particular
service for Him. He assures them that He will guide and empower
them as they carry out His plans and aCcomplish His purposes.
One of the great leaders whom He called and used mightily was
Moses.
The Circumstances-Exodus 3:1-2
Through fear of losing his life Moses fled from Egypt to Miclian.
There he married Zipporah, the daughter of a Midianite priest,
and he settled down to the life of a shepherd for the next forty
years. In the meantime, God was preparing him for his future
job. The time which Moses spent in Midian was very helpful in his
spiritual development. There, under the silent stars and beneath
the majestic canopy of the blue, Moses learned many things about
God and God's will for him. It was important that he should learn
that only utter dependence on God could fit him to accomplish the
task which was before him.
The Curiosity-Exodus 3:3
While Moses was keeping the flocks of Jethro, his father-in-law,
his attention was arrested by a strange and inexplicable sight. He
saw a flame burning in a bush, which was not an uncommon sight.
As he looked more closely, he was amazed to see that the bash
was not being consumed by the fire. That defied any natural
explanation, so Moses approached this strange phenomenon in
order that he might examine it more closely and discover why it
was not being consumed.
The Call-Exodus 3:4-5
God simply used the burning bush to attract the attention of
Moses. As Moses turned aside and drew near the bush, God told
him to remove his shoes because he was standing on holy ground.
The reason for its being a holy piace was because God was there.
Moses removed his shoes and hid his face in reverence when he
became aware of God's presence. In connection with any great
movement, God's method has ever been to select and to use individuals. The call of Moses was a call to be an instrument in the
accomplishment of God's purpose. God revealed to Moses His
desire for him to come to the aid of his lifflicted people and to
deliver them from -bondage in Egypt. God wanted a man through
whom He could work, so He called Moses. God never makes a
mistake when He calls any person to a given task.
The Compassion-Exodus 3:6-9
While the Israelites were unaware of God's presence, He saw all
that happened. He had seen their afflictions even though, up to
that time, He was apparently not taking any action for their relief.
He had heard their cries, but despite the fact that, as far as the
record is concerned, they had not been directed to Him. God knew
all about their sorrows even though they might have considered
them unknown to all except themselves. God knew all about them
just as He knows all about each of us. In compassion He announced His purpose to Moses saying that He had come down "to
deliver them out of the hand of the Egyptians, and to bring them
up out of that land unto a good land, and a large, unto a land
flowing with milk and honey".
The Commission-Exodus 3:10-14
Moses was to be the human instrument which God would use in
bringing His people out ot Egypt. moons was eminently quantum%
and exactly fitted for the position which God intended that he
should fill. The commission which he received was urgent"Come now therefore, and I will send thee unto Pharaoh." Moses
exclaimed, "Who am I that I should go unto Pharaoh?" When
God's call is clear, the voice of self-depreciation is not to be
heeded.
The commission which Moses received was purposeful in its
intent-"That thou mayest bring my people the children of Israel
out of Egypt.- Since the time had arrived for Israel to be
delivered from bondage, it was imperative that Moses should go
at once to perform his task.
This mission or assignemt appeared too great for Moses, so he
voiced his objections and made his excuses. Who was he to go into
the presence of Pharaoh and demand the release of a people
whom he had sworn to exterminate? Possibly the objections
which he offered were prompted by a sense of his own weakness,
but Moses discovered what we need to know, namely, that God
never calls a person to a task without supplying adequate strength
for its accomplishment. What God commands us to do, He always
enables us to achieve, if we respond obediently. Upon our
becoming the agents of God's eternal purpose and obeying His
commandments, we enjoy His presence and become the
recipients of His marvelous power. What a joyous privilege!
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president of Lockheed-Georgia
who said the big transrkirt was
considered "a great bird" by
the pilots who fly -it and a
-dream to service" by the
mechanics who work on it.
"We are only people," Poore
said. "...and as other people in
other endeavors, we are not
perfect."
Poore said it was "most
unfortunate that the statements
of this one individual, with only
partial information, receive and
require the attention of so
many other people who are
dedicated to the C5 grogram,
its efficient execution and
completion."
But Durham, who said he
was assigned employe no. 526
798 when he worked for
Lockheed, kept reaching • into a
cardboard filing cabinet at his
side.
He pulled out a package ,if
rust-covered drill bits and said
they had been stored outdoor,.
in a rain barrel along with
other expensive equipment lie
said 421
/
2 tons ot steel were left
outside on racks to rust in a
waste of hundreds of thousands
of dollars.
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This tir

.H.E.E.!

Our Pickup is a tough baby. Holds
half a ton in a six-foot all-steel bed.
And it's loaded with T.E.E. H.E.E.!
T.E.E. H.E.E. stand for Technical
Engineering Excellence. And Highly
Extravagant Extras.
T.E.E. refers to the four-speed allsynchromesh stick shift standard on
our Pickup. T.E.E. refers to heavy duty
rear suspension, a torsion bar front,

and an overhead cam engine!
H.E.E. refers to comfortable allvinyl upholstery and a 3-speed heater/
defroster, standard.
Why not test drive the number one
selling import truck at your Datsun
dealer? He's the Small Car Expert
who'll show you why T.E.E. H.E.E. is
nothing to snicker over.
Drive a Datsun... then decide.

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
So 12th Street

Open Evenings Till 8:00

Phone 753-7114

7.0(
7.3!
7.7!
8.2!
8.5!
8.8!
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WASHINGTON
(UPI): special session will be
Only three of the 144 Mates called in the other one.
that lost or gained congressmen because of popuCENSUS figures made no
lation changes in the 1970 difference in congressional
census have completed the boundaries for seven states
work of redrawing theiit and in five of these—Alasdistrict boundaries, a UPI ka, Delaware, Nevada, Versurvey discloses.
mont and Wyoming—a single congressman covers the
Two states are involved entire
area. Neither Nein court tests and legislabraska nor New Mexico extures in five of the remainperienced enough populaing nine either are in sestion movement within state
sion or will return before
boundaries to require a rethe end of the year to take
vamping of existing disup the matter. In three othtricts.
ers lawmakers do not convene until early nest year,
For the 29 other states
and it is uncertain when a that neither lost nor gained

111111
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Only 3 of 14 states have
redrawn xlistnct boundanes

congressmen, but which
had to redraw district lines
to fit changing population
patterns, 13 have completed the reapportionment activity. The majority of the
remaining 16 have legislatures waiting until next
year to attack the problem.
01 the 14 states with
gains or 1 osse s, five increased the size of their
delegations while nine lost
seats.
Of the 14, only Iowa and
North Dakota, which each
lost a single congressman,
and Texas which gained
one have settled on new

congressional
boundaries.

dis.trict

THE THREE states
where legislatures are currently in session are California, Ohio and Wisconsin.
The three expect action before the end of the year.
California gains five seats,
while Ohio and Wisconsin
each lose one.
In Colorado, Connecticut,
Massachusetts,
Kentucky,
Mississippi, Louisiana,
Oklahoma and Rhode Island legislatures do not
convene until next year to
work on the problem.

Soldier accused
Sister of slain wife also held
SINGAPORE tUPI): A British soldier alio allegedly strangled his wife in Singapore in 1965 and
has been living with her look-alike sister since, wes
arrested today and charged with the slaying. a
Apewspaper said today.
The New Nation said the soldier was arrested
'last week along with his sister-in-law.
Military authorities in London said the soldier
drove his wite to a Singapore beach while he vviis
stationed here, strangled her. took the body to sea in
a sampan and dumped it overboard.
The sister of the dead woman. authorities
charged. look the identity of the victim and has been
living with the soldier as his wife

Shrine To Kentucky
Statesmen Now Open

SURGERY FOR GRUNEISEN
HONG KONG (UPI): Two American heart speSAN DIEGO (UPI)—Center
cialists who ended a 12-day visit to China today
Sam Gruneisen, of the San
denied reports they had treated Chairman Mao
Tse-tung.
Diego Chargers, a 10-year
Dr. Paul Dudley White, the Boston specialist
veteran, underwent surgery for RICHMOND, Ky.- - An trace of marble from the entry
who treated President Eisenhower during his heart
torn knee ligaments Sunday estimated 2000 persons thronged disappeared.
attacks, and Dr. Edmunds Grey Dimond, Kansas
night after being injured in his at White Hall, home of Cassius Finally a wall buckled and the
City, where accompanied by their wives during their
team's 34-0 loss to Oakland. He Marcellus Clay, as Gov. and Mrs. floor of Clay's bedroom fell into
three days in Canton and nine days in Peking.
White said "we found there was nothing abnoris expected to miss the Louie B. Nunn formally opened the parlor below. A thicket of
mal in the places we visited," referring to reports of
remainder of the season.
the state's newest shrine to the weeds grew up surrounding the
a possible political upheaval in China. "We spent.
house.
public.
The
19th
Amendment
gave
most of our time visiting hospitals, a medical colIn 1968 the State purchased 13
In
dedicating
the
42-room
the
vote
to women Aug. 26,
lege, a medical scientific research institute and a
acres
of the estate for $18,375.
mansion,
Governor
Nunn
said,
factory."
1920.
"In human relations, in war- Clay's great-granddaughter and
fare.. and in politics, Cassius great-grandson, Miss Esther S.
I'VE TRIED
Marcellus•Clay personified in his Bennet of Richmond and her
KAJ HOW HARD
I'VE
TRIED,
AND
YOU
TRIED
AND
NICE TR,(...FIVE CENT5,PLEA5E time the foresight, courage and brother Warfield, donated the
f'C14 ATRic
T0 BE A
I'VE
TRIED!
TELL
ME
TRIED!
I'VE
REALLY
TRIED
Stt
MEL?
BETTER
HOW I'VE TRIED...
tenacity that we need in our time house and the outbuildings.
PER5ON
Some Clay heirs and others
to alter and shape history."
\
Calling Clay"a man not for a donated or lent original family
day but for all time," the pieces purchased at the 1903 sale.
governor said, "As we dedicate Other items and furniture of the
1_ME (VC ToR
his beloved White Hall as a state period had to be purchased.
t 5 ES
Mrs. Nunn commented at the
shrine.. let us also rededicate
THE,Poc row
T{4E DOc TOR
ourselves to those things which dedication that a r cannon, which
characterized the good acts of its Clay installed in a small room on
Nancy
master: an abiding commitment the top level of the house to use as
to our convictions; willingness to a warning to his enemies,a sword
HE ALWAYS WANTED
take a position; and readiness, if and a bowie knife still are
WHY
?
TO MAKE A
necessary, to weather popular missing.
MY DAD HAD THIS
IN
-ONE
Among the original furnishings
opinion to defend it."
CY
COURSE
PRIVATE GOLF
He told the audience that "as which may be seen at the man1St
VIIRAY
BU I LT ON OUR
an editor, orator, eman- sion are the four-poster bed in
ESTATE
cipationist, ambassador and which Clay was born and died, his
respected advisor to Abraham desk, guns and paintings that
Lincoln, Clay made personal were his.
sacrifices of such magnitude that The two cast iron lions which
the course of human events was greet visitors at the entrance of
forever altered. "With his White Hall are.,lielieved to be the
abolitionist newspaper, The True ones which originally stood there
OCT
,
t
Thre• Convonient
INo.
American, he waged one of the
I
•1.
the
freedom
of
earliest fights for
press," he said.
South Branch
Governor Nunn pointed out that
12th & Story
it was Clay's influence at the
convention of 1860 which helped
Abraham Lincoln win his party's
nomination for President. He also
voted that the views Clay andt
Lincoln shared on the evils o
human bondage shaped the
Emancipation Proclamation.
de de
de de
,,,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,,
........
The dedication climaxed a twoyear
restoration
effort
spearheaded by Mrs. Nunn. s
Appearing as the guest of honor,
ci
she thanked those involved in the
ci
restoration and those who had
donated or sold back to the state
original White Hall furnishings.

U.S. doctors
deny
treating
China's Mao
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AUTO FINANCING
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Dean Tire Sale

Pickup

ble allheater/
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Datsun

Expert
f.E.E. i4
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CHECK and COMPARE
QUALITY and

PRICES

We have just received two tractor trailer loads of tires 8 must sell!!!

NOTE TO CONSUMER:
Compare Federal Tax . . . Federal Excise Tax is based on
weight and amount of rubber
used in the tire.

Dean Power Premium

4 Full Ply Nylon
This tire is rated Premium by Barnett Garfield Publication
PRICES (with old tire)
7.00x13
White Walls
$17.64 4- $1.95
$17.93. + $201
White Walls
7.35x14 & 15
White Walls
$19.95 + $2.14
7.75x14 & 15
$20.95 $2.32
8.25x14 & 15
White Walls
$22.15 $2.50
White Walls
8.55x14 & 15
$24.86 4- $2.89
8.85-9.00x15
White Walls
(Excise Tax 4 to 6 Cents Higher on 15- Tires)
Equal Saying on 4 ply ployester & fiberglas belted tires

Above Prices Includes . . .
* State Sales Tax * Installation

* Balancing

Cain Gulf Service
Main & 6th Streets
Phone 753-5862

She gave special recognition to
the Madison County Garden Club,
whose initial work had helped
result in the state's purchase of
the 19th century home, and to
Floyd Nuckols, master carpenter
and supervisor of the structural
restoration.
The older portion of the house,
Clermont, was constructed in
1798-99 by Green Clay, Cassius'
father.
The newer portion was built in
1861 under the supervision of
Clay's wife, Mary Jane Warfield,
to Clay's specifications while
Clay was serving as Minister to
Russia.
Clay died at White Hall in July
1903, and records show his personal belongings were sold on the
premises for $3,324.60 the
following October. Later that
month the estate was sold to a
grandson, Warfield Bennett, for
$29,225.
Although White Hall remained
in the family, it became the
victim of age, weather and
vandals. Graffiti covered the
walls, the woodwork was whittled, the hardwood banisters
were used as firewood and every

New women's jail
gets beady-parlor
New York's new women's
prison was opened on Riker's
Island in the East River recently, with the Prison Commissioner saying, "Welcome to
New York's newest and perhaps best hotel."
The $25 million building has
679 beds, a SO-acre garden, tennis courts, beauty parlor and
there are no barred windows.
MIARRAGE BAN OFF
ROME (UPI) —The Chamber
of Deputies voted Wednesday to
kill an old law which banned
servicemen from getting married without special permission
from
their 'superiors, the
defense ministry or, in some
cases, the president of Italy.

.

North Branch
12th & Chestnut

49c

* ATTENTION TRUCKERS AND FARMERS *
SPECIAL BIG DISCOUNT ON 9.00x20 and 10.00x20 TIRES!!
TRAILER LOAD TO CHOOSE FROM!!
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On All Fall and
Winter Merchandise
Sale
Ends

203 N. Poplar St.
Paris, Tennessee
Phone 642-3243

Monday,
Oct. 4th
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Many Forces Affect Man's Environmentl
By JOSEPH L. MYLER
electronic ovens. Meanwhile,
WASHINGTON t UPI) —Man, we consume preserved foods
for as long as he has lived, has which, though they may not be
been subject to many forces— demonstrably poisonous, may
gravity, the earth's magnetic
field, cosmic rays from space
far beyond the world, radiations
from the earth's depths, and
the never-ending beat of light
and charged particles from the
sun.
There also have been the
effects on earthly life of the
tidal tug of the moon and the
many'aspects of weather, from
gentle rain to violent storms
breeding everything from lightning discharges and tornadoes
to the great winds and ocean
surges of the hurricane.
Many of these effects are
harsh, horrible, and obvious.
Many others are too subtle for
human senses to perceive. They
nevertheless have had their
part in shaping the evolution of
all living beings and such well
being or misery as they have
experienced.
To these subtle influences
lio
man himself has contributed in HELD FOR RANSOM—Ju
ld Almada
such various forms as additives Hirschfe
(above), wealthy businessto food and variations in the
Illiestieo
man and director
etic
electromagn
magnetic and
l AirInternationa
City's
fields to which earth dwellers
port, is being held for
are exposed.
$240.000 ransom by two
waves
radio
ted
Man-genera
men and a woman who
assail us around the clock. So forced his car off the road
also do microwaves, whether and kidnaped him at mafrom our television sets or our
chine gun point.
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Ch. 5 Cont

1,30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
12:00
12:30
100
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:00
10:15
10:30
12:00

Jerry Stone?
Oral Roberts
Reluctant Dragon
Doubledeckers
Bullwinkle
Make A Wish
College Ftbl
Directions
Issue & Answers
Matinee
Wrestling
Derby
College F'ball
Wild Kingdom
This Is Your Life
FBI
Movie
News
Late Mvie
Sign Off

Ch. 4 Sun.
7:05 Farm Digest
7,15 Wash, Report
7,10 Cath Tomorrow
8.10 Discovery
9,00 Mormon Conf
11,00 Mr. Wizard
11:30 Meet the Press
12,00 Pro Football
1:00 Baseball
6 . 00 News
6 30 Disneyland
7:30 Jimmy Stewart
8:00 Bonanza
9:00 Bold Ones
10:00 News
10:30 Johnny Carson
12,00 With This Ring

Ch. 5 Sun.
6.30 Sunrise Semester
7:00 Carl Tipton
7:10 Heaven's Jubilee
8:00 Tom & Jerry
11,10 Groovie Goolies
9-00 Lamp Unto My Feet
9.30 Look Up & Live

Oral Roberts
Bill Pace
NFC Football Obi
Header.
San Fran.-Phil
2:30 N.Y.—ST. LOUiS
6:00 Nee—Weather--Sports
6:30 Movie
8:30 Cade's County
9:30 Big Valley
10:30 News—weather—sports
10:45 Film Festival
12,15 Sign Off

10:00
10:30
11:30

Ch. 6 Sun.
7.00 Faith For Today
7:30 Gospel Singing
8:30 Paducah Devotion
9:15 Hamilton Aro'.
9:30 Herald of Truth
10:00 Christopher' close-up
10:30 Pro Football
11:30 Meet the Press
12:00 AFC Football
3:00 Baseball Div. Playoffs
6:00 News Picture
6:30 Walt Disney
7:30 Jimmy Stewart Show
8:00 Bonanza
9:00 Bold Ones
10:00 News Picture
10:10 maybe

Ch. 8 Sun.
6:30 House of Worship
7:00 Childrens Gospel Hour
7,30 World of Tomorrow
8:00 Bible Class
8:30 Three Stooges
9:30 Notre Dame Highlights
10:30 Woodmont Bap Church
11:30 Pet Set
12:00 Capitol News Cont,
12:30 Soul of the City
1:00 Bronco
2:00 Wrestling
3:00 Boll Anderson
3:30 Nanny & Prof
4:00 Movie
6:00 Wild Kingdom
6:70 Dick Van Dyke

8:30 Goroovie GoOlies
9:00 Revival Fires
9:30 Look Up & Live
10:00 Camera Three
10:30 Face The Nation
11:00 Lamp Unto My Feet
11,30 NFL Game
S.F.—Phil
N.Y.—St. Louis
4:00 Lassie
4:30 Movie
1:20 Cade's County
9:30 Public Affairs Forum
0:00 News-Weather -Sports
10:30 Mery Griffin
12:00 Living Faith

Ch. 29 Sun.
7:30 Public Service Film
8:00 Gospel Music Train
8:30 Voice of Bible Baptist
9:00 Akron Baptist Temple
10:00 Consultation
10:30 Notre Dame Football
11:30 1st Movie After Sat. Nite
1:00 Outer Limits
2:00 Cowtown Rodeo
3:00 Sea Hunt
3:30 Victory At Sea
4:00 High & Wild
4:30 Untamed World
5:00 The Saint
5:57 News Headlines
6:00 W.C. Fields Theater
7:27 News Headlines
7:30 Sunday Cinema
9:40 Evening News
9:50 Sports
10:00 Sunday Showcase
1157 Sports

Ledger & Ti mes TV Schedule for Monday
Ch. 3 Mon.
8:30 Ja-1% Lalanne
9:00 The Hour
10
usda
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Password
12:00 All My Children
12,30 Lets Make A Deal
1-00 Newlywed Game
1:30 Dating Game
2:00 General Hospital
2:30 One Life To Live
3:00 Love Am. Style
3:30 Matinee
5.00 Clutch Cargo
5 30 News
6.30 Bobby Sherman
Nanny & Prof
7 00
Bob Blackman
7 30
8 00 NFL Football
11.00 Weather & News
11.30 Judd For Defense
12.30 News R. Sign Off

Ch. 4 Mon.
6 00 Morning Show
7 00 Today
9 00 Dinah Shore
9.30 Concentration
10:00 Sale-Century
10:30 Hollywood Sq
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 Who, What, where
12:00 Noon Show
1:00 Days of Our Lives
1,30 Doctors
3:00 Another World
7:30 Bright Promise
3:00 Somerset
3,30 Virginian
5:00 Mayberry R F
5:2S Wthr •Spts
5:30 News
6,00 News
6 30 Virginian
8.00 Movie
10:00 News
10 30 Johnny Carson

Ch. 5 Mon.
5 45 Country Journal
6 00 Morning News
6 30 Nasikville AM—L
7 55 NES Kitchen Korner
8 00 Captain Kangaroo
9 00 To Tell The Truth
9 30 Truth—Consequences
10:00 , Family Affair
10.30 Love of Life
11:00 Where Heart Is-News
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
12:00 Old Time Singing Con
1225 The World At Noon
12:30 As The World Turns
1 00 Love—Many

Ch. 8 Cont

Ch. 5 Cont
1:30 The Guiding Light
2:00 The Secret Storm
2:30 The Edge of Night
3:00 Gomer Pyle
3:30 Gilligan's Island
4:00 Movie
5:25 News
6:30 Wanted Dead or Alive
7,00 Gunsmoke
8:00 Here's Lucy
8:30 Doris Day
9:00 My Three Sons
9:30 Arnie
10:00 News- Weather—Sports
10:30 Film Festival
12:00 Sign Off

Ch. 6 Mon.
7:00
9:00
9:30
10 00
10:30
11,00
11:30
11:55
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:30
12:SS
1:00
160
2:00
2:30
300
3 - 30
4:00
4 . 30
5,30
6 30'
7 00
800
10 00
10 30

Today Show
Dinah's Place
Concentration
Sale of the Century
Hollywood Squares
Jeopardy
Who-What-Where
Floyd Kalber-News
News, Farm Markets
Pastor Speaks
Romper Room
Romper Room
Calendar
Days of Our Lives
The Doctors
Another World
Bright Promise
Somerset
Popeye
Gilligan's Island
Boone
Daniel
NBC News
Green Acres
Laugh IN
Movie
News Picture
Tonight Show

Ch. 8 Mon.
6 30
7 00
30
9 00
9 30
10 00
10 30
11 00
1i 30
11 00
11 30
1 00
1 30
1 00
7 30
3 00
3 30
4 00
4 30
5-00
S0

Real McCoys
Bozo Show
Romper Room
Lucy Show
Beverly Hillbillies
Movie Game
That Girl
Bewitched
Flipper
All My Children
Let's Make A Deal
Newlywed Game
Dating Game
General Hospital
One Life To Live
Password
Love American Style
Jeannie
Green Acres
News
Eyewitness News

At

contain traces of chemicals
which affect our lives.
41.
Couldn't take if he
The Massachusetts Institute
of Technology recently began a
told dad beiore death
study of the biological effects of
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tiny amounts of food chemicals
phoned him 'rorn a naval
BALTIMORE (trill Har
"much more subtle" than the
John says his dead son hospital tn Real's-or t, s
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so sore
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The earth's magnetic field
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adapted
well
All plants are
applying for a medical disthe earth's magnetic field. But
JULY, John said, his charge, his father said.
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they "suffer stress or damage
John died of what was
son was one of .39 recruits
with prolonged exposure to
hospitalized with kidney described as viral pneuunusually high or low magnetic
ailments suffered when a TnOtlia.
Rep. Paul Slrbanes (D.,
fields," Dunlop found.
drill instructor forced them
has demanded a comMd.;
pushups.
cfhly
is
field
excessive
do
magnetic
to
If the
plete report from the Maslightly stronger than normal.
He said Warreut'tsie- rine Corps on John's death.
the changes "in a plant or
subtle."
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be
animal can
No Eva!
No baloney
Dr.
\F t\ YORK (UPI)
NEW YORK (UPI) - AuthEric the Red discovered
Brigham
of
Porter
R.
Blaine
the
say
sausage
on
orities;
Greenland in 982 A.D.
Greek poet, Homer, loved sau- )(mug I nisersity, Provo, Utah,
***
and therefore his "Odys- told the annual meeting of the
sages
There are about 50 species
written in th* 9th cent- American [tome Economics
,
sey
of oak trees in North America.
ury H. C. contained the first Association that the women's
reference to the food in liter- lib goal of complete indepen&me is bad for the family.
ature. But that's not all about
sausage. The oldest cookbook The best family is interdepenon record, written 228 A.D. dent. the authority said.
Cont
8
Ch.
had a segment on the sausage.
7:00 The FBI
YORK (UPI) - At
\FP
So say the sausage historians.
11:00 Movie
birth the foot is almost devoid
10:30 Bill Battle Show
of lome and is made up prin.
11:30 News
NEW YORK (UPI) — When
12:00 Grambling Football
cipally of cartilage, according
foods
other
or
bread
packaging
1:30 Weekend News
to anatomy experts. The aver.
all
out
in freezer bags, squeeze
age arch does not become fully
Ch. 12 Sun.
the air, leave head room, then
l' -loped until a person is
twist the top and fold the twist
6:00 Christopher Close-Up
Years of age. In each
6:30 The Big Picture
back on itself, home econom- almmt
foot there are
7:00 The Answer
developed.
fulls
with
fasten
or
-Tie
suggest.
ists
7130 Herald of Truth
ilortes.
21i
plastic twist closure.
8:00 Tom L Jerry

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Sunday
Ch. 3 Sun.

Marine suffered
in training

A

6 00 Andy Griffith
Mbyte
6.30
8:00 NFL
11:00 News
11:30 Movie

Ch. 12 Mon.
5:45 Sunrise Semester
615 Breakfast Show
7:00 News
8:00 Captain Kangaroo
9:00 Lucy Show
9130 Beverly Hillbillies
10,00 Family Affair
10:30 Love of Life
11:00 Where the Heart Is
11:25 Midday News
11:30 Search for Tomorrow
12,00 Farm Picture
12:05 Noonday News
12,20 Weather
1230 As the World Turns
1:00 Love Many Splend
1:10 Guiding Light
2:00 Secret Storm
2:30 Edge of Night
3:00 Gomer Pyle USMC
3:30 Timmy & Lassie
4:00 Virginian
5,30 Regional News
5:45 Scoreboard
5•50 Weather
6 00 News
6 30 Dr Simon Lecke
7,00 Gunsmoke
800 Here's Lucy
8:10 Doris Day
900 My 3 Sons
9:30 Arnie
10:00 Ch 11 Reports
10.15 News
10:25 Weather
10:30 Mery Griffin
12:00 Late News

Autos, Need Pre-Winter Check Now
weather makes great demands
as well as pollutant.
traveled
it. To turn over an icy
has
on
If your car
more
several thousand miles since engine requires far
the last tune-up, new points and battery power than starting
condenser in the distributor are during summer months. Reper
in order and, possibly, new cords show that about 90
spark lugs. Electronic ignition cent of all wintertime service
systems will eliminate the station calls for assistance
conventional distributor and involve "no start" problems,
Since the heart of
make new points unnecessary, usually resulting from a dead
checkup is an engine tuneu
in battery. If it is weak, replace
garage and service station cash but they will not be
years.
few
a
for
it. You probably will save that
use
widespread
registers will be busy over the
for
cap
much money in road and
distributor
the
Check
next few weeks. But they may
cap parking lot calls.
play an even livelier tune if you possible cracks. A cracked
chill,
Anti-freeze in the cooling
don't have the checkup. It's can retard starting on a
should be checked.
tempersystem
Falling
morning.
more important now that dewy
moisture Since anti-freeze is used for
precipitate
atures
itricter transmission standards
summer
and
winter
both
which gets inside the cap.
engine
have required
leave it
motorists
most
thorough
driving,
a
is
important
Also
modifications and antipollution
the exhaust system. in all year. If the anti-freeze is
of
check
devices. Only a well-tuned car
You'll be driving with stkidows two years old or older, it may
will give trouble-free service in
closed most of the winter. A need a booster, or a new shot
cold weather.
leaking exhaust system could of rust inhibitor. The safest bet
result in deadly fumes seeping'vis to put in fresh anti-freeze.
It's also important from a
into the passenger compart- Your tires should have a good
gas mileage standpoint. Poorthickness of tread. Winter
ment.
inefficient
running engines are
Then there's the battery. Cold months with rutted ice and
heavy snow can be as hard on
tires as hot summer driving.
Smooth tires skid easily on
snow or ice. While studded fires
for winter driving are useful,
some states are having second
thoughts about permitting
them, Evidence is building up
that the studs rough up and
war out highways too fast.
States that do permit them
usually designate only winter
months with a date for starting
their use and another date in
the spring for removing them.
Other major areas to check:
oil level in transmission and
rear axle, grease in the wheel
bearings, wheel alignment and
balancing and brakes.
'se

By DAVID W. CHUTE
DETROIT UPI i—Falling autumn leaves signal that it's
time to give your automobile a
pre-winter checkup to help get
it through the corning ice and
snow.

CONVERSATION PIECE—A telephone inside a mailbox
the
mounted on this tractor, owned by Roy Powell, is
talk gif the town in Harborcreek Township, Pa, Contrived by General Telephone to be heard above the roar
conof the tractor, the phone is used by Powell while
ducting his duties as a grape contractor.

HAM FONDUE
DIP-A-ONE

Galloping Gourmet
People, Places 8. Things
Afternoon News
Paul Harvey
Fashions In Sewing
Movie
News
Movie. cont
Movie Game
McHale's Navy
Bozo's Big Top
Call of the West'
Show
Ray
John
News Headlines
Movie
News Headlines
Theater 19
Evening News
Paul Harvey
Creature Feature
Bedroom Theater
Sports Headlines
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ROAD ForBLOCKS
Calloway County
Fire-Rescue

Juan Contraris, to
and Johnny Cash invite
Talent Search.

World Ta
Nashville

Over 100 musical gr
all over the United Sta
performing at 'he Wor
Search in Nashville's 1
Vanderbilt Fieldhou
weekend.
The concert, desi
discover new talent a
the Southeastern Ind
tiquities Survey Bic., is
will provide continous
country music from 9
Saturday,'Oct. 2, until 1
Stmday, Oct. 3.
Chet Atkins, Bobby G
and Boots Randolph
leading musical artis
appear in concert Sun.
p.m, They are going to
forming "both for the
good music and to
Southeastern Indian An
Survey Inc.," commen
F. Sill, Jr., co-ordin
.Use World Talent Search.
I- Cash prizes will be aw

The

will be held at various places in Murray

Sunday, October 3
The money is urgently needed
for general expenses.
The Calloway County Fire and Rescue Squad serves you by fighting
rural fires, water rescue and general emergencies!
— — SPACE FOR THIS AD DONATED BY

—

Ch. 29 Mon.
12 00
12:30
12.37
12,46
12:50
1:01
2,00
2:05
3 - 00
3 30
4-00
S:00
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S-51
4 00
7 27
7'30
9 40
9 53
10 00
10 30
12 00
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Berlin
At 75, grandma
agreement
climbs mountain
is a start

:asedorir-

By h
LEEN NEt.MEYFJi talking about climbing it, and I
1.4i\l‘ LIND% calif,
wondered
if I was good
intended to enough"
take a 75-rnile hike this sum In 1961, she made her first
one mil i• for each of her ascent, with a small group of
WASHINGTON — "Berlin
lint she settled instead students, And
Breakthrough" says one
she has heen
t,r
51-mile trail which in., back nine times since.
headline.
In 1968,
lAded
ascending \It. Valiitml. she took her two
Time will tell.
older brothwas the tenth time the ers, 1/r. Edward
The agreement reached by
Hoehn of
tra:Ille-appearing grandmother -kngwiii. Calif.,
the United States, Britain,
then 75, and
ha, climbed the 14,502-foot Chris ['antes
France and the Soviet Union is
, of Issaquah,
mountain .in thi• past 10 y ears. Wash., then
significant in two parts:
77, along with her.
and she made it in faster time
1. It is the first time since
kll three of them made the
tI an e%er
Premier Joseph Stalin adtop of the mountain but 0111
She thinks it is because she 011e of the three televis
mitted defeat by the Berlin
ion earnha,heel].11.ggitig.
Airlift in 1948 that Moscow has
e ra ni e n w lu o accompanied
kir, Crooks, who at 71
made a Berlin concession.
them got to the peak.
Ii. lds Ii IS', it full-time job as
2. The agreement is essenWhen NIrs. Crooks climbs,
1",,e2.11111 assistatiCin the school site carries a hauk
tially Russian acceptance of
pack weighif
health
at
I
alma
rights that the Western allies
Linda Tn. ing allollI 25 immods includi
ng
bersitv
here, gets iip early fie a set of warmer
held were theirs under the
clothes, a
or si mornings a week and sleeping
Potsdam agreements of 1945.
bag, and food. She
runs a mile.
Long months of negotiations
wears light woight cloth-topped
-I worked up to it grad- shoes, and she
between East Germany and
likes to start out
she ev.plailted. starting on Friday, hike
West Germany lie ahead and
Juan Contraris, former manager
fimr miles to
of Kakituck Territory and studen
out
him- . e.ars ago running just 1Iirror [Ake
t at Murray State University, any agreements they reach
and Johnny Cash invite the people
and
camp there
of Murray to come and enjoy rock
II 1.11 01'k or so e‘ery morning. . until
and country music at the World
must, in turn, be approved by
Talent Search.
Stinda:k morning. Then
flien I do an hour of ;he hikes
the Big Four. It would be a
W:2 miles to the peak
(Amis.. in the
p, in and back out all Ill one
4g-ave mistake if the citizens of
.
I'
the
r
upper
trunk,- she sail1.
the West were to conclude that
-Ws easier: for Mt' now than,
he
mountain - it'was
the Berlin problem has been
ears ago.- said the
climbing marls 40 sears ago. A white-haired
solved.
551.irnali.
- tate hew-an farmgirl, she
The Berlin Wall will continue
grew up -chasing cows and .-/-1 Want to :see how long I
to divide the free and Corn•
. pigs, hut I didn't get auy can keep oil doing it. It does a
THE FIRST MAN to step on the Moon, former astronaut
munist zones of the city.
p.sycho
lot
for
logical
me
ly
.
Over 100 musical groups from
I
II 1111 d tl(Ili.
Neil Armstrong steps from his office on the University
Kenneth Rush, U. S. amall over the United States will be the top three performers. Judges
At 18. she hadn't veklinish- feel I can still climb a mountof Cincinnati campus. He is an instructor in the enginbassador to West Germany,
include
: Johnny Cash, Sonny
eil si th grade, hut Atte went ain. I can come back down arid
performing at the World Talent
says it is a "good" agreement,
eering department.
hack tii selloi'd an worked her battle in the s-alit's again.'
Search in Nashville's 15,000-seat James, Kris Kristoffesson,
but in Washington the State
Loretta
Lynn,
Porter
Wagone
as
r,
Ns
thrinigh II,ll school and
Vanderbilt Fieldhouse this
Department- was content to
Jerry Reed, Ray Stevens, along
(•ollege before
describe it.as "an encouraging' two ear,
weekend.
suffering a,
sival collapse.
The concert, designed to with Atkins, Goldsboro, and
step" and -only one phase" in
;1
(ylitisliand. who was a
the hoped for solution of the
discover new talent and benefit Randolph. Representatives from
UNIROYAL
iloct . knew he hail a semi- 'UNIROYAL
UNIROYAL
Berlin dilemma
the Southeastern Indian An- many major recording and
UNIROYAL
irvealid to keep or cure,- she
The Big Four agreement
tiquities Survey Hite., (S.I.A.S. I publishing companies will also be
HE passion for castiron must be ratified by each /f.'.aid. -so he tried ever\ way Iv
will provide continous rock and present.
I to encourage ills interest
and bronze urns and fig- government and then must
All proceeds will benefit the
country music from 9:00 a.m.
14/
ures—stag, dog, leprechauns, implemented by
th e
West
Saturday, Oct. 2, until 11:00 p.m. S.I.A.S., a non-profit organization topless female
„_.
ktrs. Crooks (meil flowers,
s—that scouting many and the Soviet
designed to aid the American
puppet
Simday, Oct. 3.
.
in junk-yards and antiqueand
her husband urged her to.
regim
e
in
Indian
.
East
Germany.
Chet Atkins, Bobby Goldsboro
shops has yielded some finds
karri the names of all the
Implementation, diplomats
for
.
modern
and Boots Randolph, three
gardens, had its say,
The fieldhouse stage will be
will take at least three Or
zenith due to Andre
leading musical artists, will divided into three
ers and trees.
sections, Sill son Downing. Twent w Jack- four months of negotations.
y years
appear in concert Sun. at 8:00 explained, to produce the action
-It's been such a blessing.
Some
of
it
after
will
be
this
bitter.
Newburgh, New
p.m. They are going to be per- that will
hecauseall the trees and shrubs
be "Virtually non-stop Yorker's death, an editor com- The Eati Berlin radio has
forming "both for the cause of for two days.
base a personalitv to inc. I ,
et
While one group is mented, "No American has warned "it is politically imgood music and to aid the performing, the
111510 im itatii Is
n no w to take
next group will built for himself a more per- becilic to hope that the Soviet
group- for nature walks and I
Southeastern Indian Antiquities be setting up and the
preceding manent niche than Downing Union, the German Democratic
the landscape gardener."
tell them what all the plant,
Survey Inc.," commented Walter group will be tearing
Republ
ic
,East
Germa
ny) and
down."
The Downing influence was the Sociali
are.
'Die). drink it all III. hut
F. Sill, Jr., co-ordinator of
st
"So there will be little time not
states will ever be
always for the best. Ex- willing
this don't remember it.- She
life World Talent Search.
to recognize the Federal
when country, rock or pop music cessive pride
in showy landla 141 Ili',I.
t Cash prizes will be awarded to isn't filling the air."
scaping he generated led to Republic's illegal claims to
many a Victorian lawn's be- West Berlin."
Began in '3111s
West Berlin Mayor Klaus
ing cluttered with Japanese
Mrs. Crooks began going on
Scheut
z has replied that any
gewgaws, heavily ornamented
1111 111iitain hikes with her ,inall
urns like this (4,), pergolas, Berlin settlement must include
son in the 19311s. Iler husband,
East German recognition of
who had a heart condition,
West Berlin's ties to the
could not accompany them.
Federal Republic.
-My husband died 211 ears
Russia's recogrution of its
am3,- she said in an interyic%.
responsibility for unimpeded
"But orie time Anhui, se
Western access into West
sere passing thri inch IndeBerlin over air, rail, road and
pendence, Calif.. he 'smiled
canal routes is a blow to the
out \It. \\filth('y to me and
pride of the East German
told Inc it via, the tallest,
regime. Moscow obviously is
77S-14
mountain ill the
leaning hard on East German
vontewa"Tax
co
lined
Tubeless plus
Premier Erich Honecker.
- Neither lie nor I ever
Fed
Ex
a nd
The Soviets also have agreed
89
dreamed I would climb it. but
oit
to relax restrictions on West
smooth ire
after I started - workii1J. at
can
our
lerliners who want to visit
0•1,1 1 , .1 heard -indents
East Berlin and they have
agreed to recognize some West
Berlin political links with West
Germany, though there is
question whether West Berlin'
will continue to be recognised
as a separate West German
state.
fountains. But he made a lastMany Germans have feared
ing impact on some pleasant that any agreement to choke off
SELF-EXILE ENDS
aspects of 19th century Amer- meetings of the West Germa
Vl
pcisonal
n
ica. He preached, ''A durable Parliament
gold ring from the Vatic.'n Council on the finger
and its committee
of
an
conven
Josef Cardinal Ntind-/cnty in Vatican City after
ient mansion can be in West Berlin could
the
erode West
built as cheaply as a tasteless
cardinal ended 15
o f self-imposed exile at the
Berliners' close identification
•
temple
."
• TS
U.S Embassy in liudancsl Hung.o y iiiis expected
'AD DEPTI
12/s31.2;;?i:
with the Bonn government
to
fif'
tti
'
TREA DT
go into retuenicnt
(('atilephoto)
By RAY McHUGH
Chief, Washington Bureau
Copley News Service
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World Talent Search In
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Businessman's Lunch, Chelswou
hat Haw Intriguing Origins

C
TRUCKS
Buy Now 8 Save!

1972 MODELS at. .
1971 PRICES!!
Your Franchised Dealer for
GMC Trucks - Mercurys and

Toyotas

Hatcher Auto Sales
S 12th Street
re,

That great Institution known
s the businessman's lunch., is
probably- older than vou think.
From the historical files at the
National Restaurant Association
I NHAl comes word that the first
nisinessman's lunch was served
to Mediterranean ship owners
and hrokers in Rome in apprOXimately 40 B.C.
Like many peoph; You know,
these ancient mariners and captains of commerce wi'ue too preOCCU pled to make it home for
lunch.
Also in a historical vein, the
NRA says you can thank a
woman for those tall. white chef's
hats worn as a symbol of pride
throughout the culinary ranks.
The high-hatted creations first
Appealed in the court of 1< ng
Henry II of England. An unnamed wi.man of the court con -

!

CAPSULE EXHIBIT
CHICAGO (UPI)
— The
Museum of Science and Industry sliced a hole through its
roof Wednesday to fit its
newest exhibit, the Apollo 8
space capsule.
The spacecraft, the first
manned vehicle to orbit the
moon in 1968, was lowered into
the museum by crane and is
expected to remain on display
for three years..
A museum spokesman said
the hole in the roof will be
covered by a panel that can be
removed if the opening is
neecied"again.

yinced His Majesh that chefs
were, after all, professional men
and entitled to this distinction.
Masters of the culinary profession have enjoyed this status
fi-om tha,t.point forward.
The first chels hats were finely
embroidered masterpieces Madefrom the best of fabrics. The
en 'iellishments have since fallen
by the wayside. but the basic design survives.
Give a Paris proprietor credit
for introducing colorful advertising slogans to the restaurant
business.
Records reveal the first mod
ern type of restaurant was
opened in Paris in 171,5 In
Latin. the multi-media language
of the day, a sign over the (1.u-way read "Come to me all
whose stomachs cry out in anguish and I shall restore V1011"'
OIL SPILL
WEAVERVILLE,
Calif.
(UPli—A 3,000-gallon oil spill
from a runaway tank truck has
killed
an
estimated
1,000
rainbow trout, the State Fish
and Game Department reported
Monday.
The department said the oil
has polluted Rattlesnake Creek
in northern California after the
truck, which was parked on a
hill, started rolling and plummeted into the creek The
driver was not in the vehicle.
Most white tail and mule
deer fawrt, an. la)rr) in ii In l,Ili'
and latc,f 11111`.

tewao
7.U78b.e111Whi
ess
Fed. Ex. TaxPIUS
of
23
and
smoo
smooth
lire
tire
off
Your car

UNIROYAL

BUMPER STICKER
Samuels, 22 flolu
Aust
v,
S011th
Show foi 11
ntii

lob
1I14

Golden Gate Bridge
may soon be fenced
The fatal attraction o'San
Francisco's Golden Gate
Bridge to potential suicides
may result in an anti-suicide
barrier being placed on the
bridge.
The design being considered
is an "8 font-high barrier with
pencil-thick steel rods placed
six inches apart. Closed circuit
TV has been used for scrmetime
to try and spot Would-be
suicides

Carroll Tire Service
1105 Pogue Street
Telephone 753-1489
STORE HOURS:
Monday-Friday
Saturday

7 a.m.-5 p.m.
7 a.m.-12 Noon

FREE!

ma Mounting and Balancing
UNIROYAL

first introduced

tInInea -37011RPAIN,.
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Travel topics

Traveler discovers
a Norwegian haven PUT

wantsis

TO WORK FOR YOU

KENTUCKY

place on Lynn
41 WE HAVE THE GLENDEL REAVES HOME
se 200'x373'.
Lot
limits.
city
from
mile
2
1
/
,
43 Grove Highway
barn and
House has eleven rooms and central heat. Stock
43 three car garage.White fence. This is a beautiful home. Call
41 us for an appointment and look this place over.
4:
FINEST
465 ACRES: ONE OF CALU)WAY COUNTIES
4! farms.
Near Kirksey Over 3/4 mile of black-top frontage. Two
43 good homes, many out-buildings, 35 acre lake. Call us about
43 this outstanding farm.
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GE THIRTEEN

s on
DODSON Ave. Has 3 bedroom
REAL FINE DUPLEX ON
trade
or
sell
will
owner
and the
each side, all carpet. Nice lot
for nice home.
No. 783,
MURRAY just off highway
bedroom
FOUR MILF-S WEST OF
Two
land.
of
acres
to 50
can be bought with from 1
electric heat.
frame house with bath and
with three
LOVELY BRICK HOME
air, with
1611 KIRKWOOD IS A
and
heat
built-ins, central
bedroom two baths, all
garage. $25,500.

past giant shipyards, the squat
By MURRAY J. BROiVN
-funneled,' open-stern fortwin
UPI Travel Editor
factory ship ThorS V(DEFJDRD. Norway mer whaling
is now engaged in
which
shay('
say
You could hardly
43
prosaic herring fishing
more
ty. Has 5
the
bedroom, two bath
Sandefjord is off the beaten
GOOD INVESTMENT PROPERTY NEAR Universi
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All built-ins. 2 baths,
a appreciate it. $27,300.
JCE.. We have lots and
ging in size, price, and

LABLE in the city and
;top by and, or call for

83.

23.
13.
23.

13.

e North of the Church.
m home on lkrs acres

83.
83.

13,
13.

23,
13.

23.

LD Paris Road, Route

83.

)edroom frame home
iterior, fireplace and

23.
23.
83.
83.

23.
1.
1

83.

23.
tie
2.
3

23.
83.
13.

Klroom frame home
avel road. $22,000.00.

and with an acre fish
y. Plenty of frontage
retire-$17,000.

with family room and
baths, carport and

on West Fork Road.
ha baths, all built-ins,
3,000.

Iy

753-5725
961

*
a,tz„ t.iii6:
GOLD RUG, 10' x 12'. Also
*
fiav -A-di-)
tor, good condition. MALE, FULL TIME, must be
4+ refrigera
clean, neat and intelligent. Apply
Phone 753-7570.
OIC

aid46.6,4 4zzle.,_zi,,,z;

t
_Getvsto.
a&a.1.
1.4),.
4*
.,....tudze 4
4* ve

4+
4+
*

YOUNG MEN AND SV)MEN
165 BUSHEL Gravity grain bed, (and a couple of old biddies) to
one year old. Will deliver. Phone work in a new kind of restaurant.
Apply at Dip-A-Ones next to the
753-2700.
'05C
Capri Theatre.
01C

9-4) r+
eLtt

4+

in person at Murray Home and
PRACTICE PIANO, excellent Auto on Chestnut Street.
OIC
condition. Phone 753-2965.
01C
WANTED: Mature woman to live
FIREWOOD for sale. Call 489- in and care for my aged mother
2216.
OIC in her apartment at Murray, Ky.
Position is permanent. Small
apartment, light work, and living
See Our Selection of
conditions
good. Primary
requirement will be to care for
one whose vision and hearing are
impaired. She will not be a bed
patient and not difficult to care
for physically. She is presently in
the hospital recovering from a
fall. If interested call me collect
at(502) 223-2361 day, or (502) 8752817 night. If you write, address
me at P. 0. Box 717, Frankfort,
Ky., 40601, and be sure to list
qualifications and referen7
ces.
OIC
1668

4+

SERVICES OFFERED

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFFRF-D .

TlItAUTIS
Eat Yoar Home

44211

VIDOR!
Are Poison

-b lail
"

Joe Doran
and

Carry Germs

PESTS

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round . . . Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Mite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
v Licensed by State of Kentucky
v Member thamber of Commerce

NOTICE

V V•
•V V' VVVVV

His Lively Guitar
He Sings...He & She Sing
(Joe & Kay)

5.

You Also Sing

r,
a

Let your hair down! Short or long ...
And of course have supper with us!

- THIS WEEK

SATURDAY EVENING ONLY

- NEXT WEEK

BOTH FRIDAY & SATURDAY EVENINGS

TRIANGLE INN

WANTED: CASHIER for local WILL DO trash hauling.
FOR RENT
grocery, experience preferred. If Reasonable rate. Phone 753interested write to P. 0. Box 32- 6130.
(Use Two Napkins)
07 f5UPLEX APARTMENT, 2
Juanita Lynn, owner
.T, Murray, Kentucky, giving
room, central heat and air,
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
Hazel
Road
NO COVER CHARGE!
RUNNING SPECIAL price on TWO-2 ton
perience, age, marital status, hoe work. Phone
dump trucks. One flat THE PROVEN
Rex Camp, 753- carpet throughout. Ceramic tile
carpet cleaner
Irish Setter puppies. Call 753-1867 .bed,one box
c.
bath.
Stove furnished. $130.00 per
02C a33
bed. Phone 753020NC
Blue Lustre is easy on the budget
or 753-9457.
014C 7850.
1 1 . ".,.'7.
TFC Restores forgotten colors. Rent
remodeling, and
4 OPENINGS AVAILABLE for WE DO "if
DT'S WESTERN Store, Lone
WE ARE ready now to deliver or
SMALL GROCERY business.
electric shampooer $1.00 Big
women. Excellent earnings, full additions. Work guaranteed. Call TWO BEDROOM furnished
k, Kentucky. Highway 339 just
take your order for six vein
Sell stock and fixtures; rent AKC REGISTERED Dachshund K.
02C or part time. For interview 753-7392 or 489-2156.
04P apartment, wall to wall car
stoker or four by seven lump coal ff US 45. Phone 554-1842.
buqii ng.Phone 753-9021, or came puppies, six weeks old. Phone
peting, central heat and air.
appointment, Call 753-1711. 06C WILL DO babysittin
or 6 by 3 egg. Phone 753-1813, othing and equipment for the
436-5624.
g in my
by 1401 Vine.
04P
OIC
HANDMADE VARMIT rifle, cal.
home. Reasonable rates. Phone Good location. Phone 753ntire family.
Fulton Ice & Coal Service,
November 20C
4331.
22-250, Varmit grade barrel, WILL PAY well for your spare 492-8190.
04'
South 4th Street.
02C
TF ELECTROLUX SALES &
Sertime
working at home for us.
target trigger aod birdseve
vice,,Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M
HOUSE TRAILER, electric heat,
maple stock with laminated Anyone who can read and write WILL DO tree trimming
r'REE ESTIMATE on septic tank
and
walnut. Phone 753-5913 after 8:30 can qualify. Weekly salary. topping, cut down trees, trim air conditioned, 2 bedroom, 10 installation. Phcme 753-7850. TFC, Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farmington, Kentucky.
42,
'67
TFC
model.
Details
Call
753-7856 or 7
p.m.
write: James Bliss Co shrubbery and haul away. Phone
02C
2583.
P.O. Box 324 Dept. K697 Levit- Jim Pridemore,
436-5889.
02C
013C
NEW BICYCLE built for two, town,Pa. 19053.
2 BEDROOM HOUSE for rent.
fully equipped, $75.00. See at 1
WANTED: FEMALE,18 years or WILL DO any kind of hauling.
On old Murray and Paris Rd.
Main, Winchester Apartments, over for part time evening
753-6689.
Lowest
Phone
prices.
J.
work
No.7.
12-6 p.m. Saturday
Pace.
02C miles east of Hazel. PhOne 4
04 and weekends, as cashier. Must D.
753-4131
6748.
01
be neat, good personality., have'
1971 HONDA 175 K-4. Still ' ability. Please call 753-6333 after
4" Plastic Wells
warranty. 2100 actual miles 7:00p.m.
FARM HOUSE, living room,
04C
Luggage rack and leaner wi
AYIA)R WELL
dining room,
kitchen, 3
back rest. Excellent condition. TOM'S PIZZA Palace
DRILLING
bedrooms, bath, hall, electric
needs
Priced to sell. Phone 753-7901 o waitress. Apply in
heat, built-in kitchen, running
person after
BRASS & CHROME BIRD CAGES Phone Puryear, Tenn.
436-2134.
04N 4:00 p.m.
water, on school bus route. Good
07C
247-55.56
All Shapes and Sizes
opportunity for retiree, who
Complete Well
WICKER DOG & CAT BASKETS
could help care for cattle to help
THREE EYE electric range, PART TIME work, part-time
-The Quickest Way To Maris Is To Buy A Mobile
Service
Hom• From Us."
pay rent. Ideal for children. Call
oven needs repair, $10.00. Phone saleswork, excellent earnings.
DOG SWEATERS
753-8648.
753-2471.
01C
01C World Book Encyclopedia. Wri
(keep your baby warm this Winter!)
Ray Shreve, Box 726, Maybeid,
TWO BEDROOM house in Hazel,
MOUSE,
Hwy. 79E - Pans, Tenn.
HAMSTER & GERBIL CAGES
04C FULLER ENTERPRIZE Mobile not the
FULL SIZED Pool Table, with Kentucky.
best, but good and
rack, balls, and cues. Phone 753Home Repair; add on rooms for liveable. $35.00 per month. Phone
TOYS FOR DOGS, CATS, BIRDS
14139 days,or 753-3940 nights. TFC
house trailer and underpenning. 492-9733.
AUTOS FOR SALE
DISPERSAL SALE at 414 North
1TP
We also have for sale fiberglas
If We Haven't Got It . . .
7th Street, Mayfield, Kentucky. H & R USED FURNITURE
Personal collection of antiques, Store, Concord Road, is open 4 MY POODLE puppies, older 1970 COUGAR with factory air, panels, cabinet top covering, ONE BEDROOM basement
Tell Us and We'll Get It!
household and personal property days each week, Wednesday, female Poodle, also male Poodle power steering. Excellent con- 242x5 or 6 feet long. Both furnished apartment. Private
fiberglas
dition.
and
cabinet
for
stud
cr
covering
Phone
far
sale.
All
white.
are
753-6124.
entrance, clean and neat.
04C
of
Merrie
East (Merrie Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
Friday and Saturday on
below 11 price and up. All stock B Available October 5.
$6.5.00.
DeLaudson Many collectors 10:00 a.m. to 500 p.m. See us for Call 753-2869 after 4 p.m. except
grade.
Three
new
vmekends
cook
stoves,
SILVER
.
ANGEL FISH 19'
all
0
9
.0
your
Phone
used
furniture
753-1739.
needs. If
items and quality furnishings.
04C
1964 PONTIAC Bonneville con- two gas and one electric. Wide
Starting September 30 ( until we don't have it, we'll get it. Also
ZEBRAS
3/50'
selection of campers and toppers FIVE ROOM house,
BLACK
registered vertible. $350.00. Phone 435electric
sold). 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m 8:00 have antiques. Call 753-6676 or AKC
AQUARI
5582.
UM
HEATERS 12.75
OIC for sale. Custom work of any heat, bath, place for
753-4716.
washer and
02C Labrador Retriever, cut. Phone
p.m.-10:00p.m.
01C
type.
Located
753-8041.
on
Hwy.
69,
18
Lots Remember How'
dryer. Located at Green Plain
02C
We got a New
1962 CHEVROLET V8 automatic, miles North of Paris, and one
Church. $65.00 per month. Phone
Shipment of fish
More
Good the last Sale
four
door,
$125.00.
474Phone
mile South of State Line. Phone 492-8360.
1969 MODEL 650 Triumph
,
04C
in last weekend'
OIC (901)782-3156.
Too! was'
motorcycle. Low mileage. Good 2309.
1TP
condition. Phone 753-3178.
02P
TRAILER FOR Rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
EXCEPTIONAL 1962 Buick Le
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
I WANT to do full time Court after 4:00 p.m. or anytime
Sabre.
Water
pump
and
muffler
CHILDRENS' CLOTHES, boys
for
rent or sale. Rent applies to
housewor
k.
Hours
8:00
a.m. to on weekend. No calls please. 0
and girls. Sizes 4 and 6. Call 435- new. Tires very good. Recent 4:00p.m. Phone 753-1459.
purchase. Lonardo
Pianc
04C
tuneup.
Phone
753-9559.
01C
4905.
BROWNING
Company, across from Post
02C
16
Gauge
NORGE
CLOTHES
DRYER
and
automatic, Al condition, $85.00.
Office, Paris, Tennessee.
BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
02C
Kenmore automatic washing
1954 CHEVROLET pick-up, good
Phone 492-8359, after 5:00
Apartment, unfurnished, 2
WANT
TO
BUY
BEAUTIF
UL
MAHOGA
NY
dro
machine. Call 498-8226 after 4
condition. Will sell reasonable.
p.m.
.tEAL ESTATE FOR SALE
02P
hedroom, living room, kitchen ,
p.m.
01C leaf table and Rod. Cost $150. Phone 489-2311.
02P WANT TO BUY;
logs ant utility, and bath. Carpeted. Air
when new. Will sell cheap. Phone
standing timber. Also have for conditioned.
JUST ARRIVED; large selection
86 ACRE FARM of the late Odie
Dishwasher,
753-4946.
04(., CHEVROLET '69 PICKUP, V8,
sale lumber and sawdust. refrigerator, stove, garbage
of Christmas Cards (religious FALL FENCE SALE. The ever
McClure, three miles southwest
automatic, 24,000 miles. 1301 Murray Saw Mill and
and non-religious). Drop by 1624 popular Sears chain link fence is 66 AC COMBINE with
of New Concord. Phone 436disposal.
Lumber
Across
from
Westview
Co.
grain bin. Chestnut, Taber's Used Cars, call
W.Olive or phone 753-1712. 02NC now on sale. Save 15 to 20 per cent Also wheat
Phone 753-4147.
2367.
02P
TFC Nursing Home on South 16th St.,
straw. Phone 753-8156 753-3134 between 7 a.m. and
on installed fencing during this
5
753-4974.
Phone
06C
or
753-6401.
04P p.m.
BY OWNER: 1513 Kirkw.00d.
02C WANT TO BUY; good used
AKC REGISTERED white annual fall sale. Phone Sears for
Central heat and air, stone
regulation size pool table. Phone
Pekingese male, $40.00. Phone Free estimate. Phone 753-2310 PHILCO REFRIG
ERATOR,
and ask for Larry Lyles.
fireplace
05C
with log lighter.
492-8742.
01C
753-5754 or 753-8716.
1957
CHEVROLET, V8 4 speed,
06C
used. Phone 753-6213.
TFNC
Separate dining room, large
headers, new tires and battery;
WANT TO BUY; will pay t20.00
living room, 2 bedrooms and bath
JUST RECEIVED a new load of 1954 Chevrolet, 6 cylinder 3 for 26" boy's
down. Bath and large dormi
bicycle
in
good
speed,
good work car; 1966 305
grade horses. Also have
condition. Phone 767-4882.
(22x391 up with closet big enough
01C
registered horses to sell. New and Honda motorcycle. All in good
for another bedroom. Fenced
used tack. Financing available shape, Phone 753-3599 after 6 p.m. WANT TO BUY; good used farm
back yard
with shade and
or
see at Lake Stop Grocery. 02C wagon
Circle B Ranch, 69 alternate
with large grain bed
fountain. 2 car garage with
Hwy., Paris, Tenn. Phone 642(Metal preferred). Phone 753storage and utility. 753-4857. 02C
if they•re Dutch Bulbs, we ye got the4)! AN are plump.
6499.
04C 1965 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE 4 2700.
07C
perfect, and sure to give bright. healthy blooms All are
dobr hardtop. Air conditioned.
WANDA FUTRELL is now SMALL FARM; good location;
reasonably priced. Pick some up for planting now
70 MODEL MOBILE home, $400.00,
working at Leta's Beauty Salon. business or future investment
Call 753-8786.
OIC
CARD OF THANKS
12'x60'. Storm windows and
Phone 753-8282 for .an
ap- One mile -East Murray, apdoors, steps, all electric.
pointment.
1968 PLYMOUTH GTX, black,
01C proximately 10 acres pasture.
Abundance of closets, beautiful
We the family of Clifton Harrell
has Keystone mags, air shocks.
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
furniture. Big discount.Phone
500 N. 4th Street
wish to thank everyone for all the
Phone 753-5770.
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
04C flowers,
489-2437.
food
and
cards
sent
to us
07C
For appointment call 753during the demise of our loved
.4147
TFC
BRIDGE
PRIZES?
1970 CB-450 HONDA, also 1961 1966 CUSTOM 500 Ford. Power one.
Buick. Phone 753-9445.
A
steering
special
thanks
and
goes
to
Rev.
110
04C
brakes, factory air,
BY OWNER; six room house on
new tires. 0)50.00. Phone 753-8718 Coy Garrett and Rev. Johnson
one aece lot, three hedrooms,
"The
Wishing
Well'
after 5:00p.m.
large litoing room; bath, large
041' Easley for their comforting
LOST & POUND
words that made the passing
ititchen, den w,ith fire-place and
ESTERN
To
garage Wall, wall carpet on
LOST: BLACK male Poodle, WHITE 1968 Chevrolet, 4 door easier.
May God bless each of you is
excellent condition. New
living room, hall and two
untrimmed, has collar . Been Impala
gone over a week Phone 753-4623 tires, good heater. $1550 00 our prayer.
FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS i int bedrooms. Electric heat, air.04c Locally owned. Phone 753,081
Mrs. Ruby Harrell. Mrs. Ruth
or 753-5513
Paducah Sun Democrat, call conditioned. Located near
after 5:00p.m
Kentucky lake on Hy 732.
ITC
04(' Whitnell, Mrs. Joan Given
Cortez Byers at 753-6354
02C Phone 436-2291.
04('

Home of the Juicy Yumbo

The FISH NET(s°977.13f,w4etelikgini
NEW
All Kinds of Things for Your
Other Pet:

DINKINS MOBILE HOMES

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

13.
13.
13.
83.

central heat and air,
o sell-$19,500

HREE bedroom brick
places. Good location
I nttv c4rpet. $24,000.
•
•

*4+
+f

EXPERIENCED
WELDER,
Apply in person at Five Point
TFC
Welding Shop.

SALE

kKE in vicinity of
ise. Land ready to be

house on 1637 Miller
at $15,750 is too good

*
4+
* da/t9
*
*

ri

4+

HELP WANTED

AAAAAAAAAAA

11'

d in Etaywood Vista
)meone. It could be

FOR SALE
CLEAN carpets the save and
safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent
new electric shampooer $1.
Western Auto, Home of -The
Wishing Well."
02C

,

Irvan. A stucco house
, range included. Two
use as a 3rd bedroom.
0.00.

A real nice three
room, living room.
122,000.00.

7J-513/

./....rt.„,„,..6.4, ,, •
:

)ENCOME, Duplex on
ach side. Central heat
d oven. Both sides now

im house priced at
house is completely
backyard, mu't see

epne,fge*,;1841.1.4i--

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••
••••••
---

•Dried
Arrangements
*
0 leNlit4-(2.
4+ •Baskets
* ffa.K.4..•carYtigt
r+ •Fresh Flowers
4+
JUANITA'S
*
.
*
FLOWERS
*
4+
Ryan Ave.
s,j
64,9f, 6•(2,% 4+
1
Phone 753-3880
*
4
4+

three bedroom brick
1 built-ins, city water.
le extra lot included.

PINE BLUFF Shores.
It-in range and oven.

4+
4+
J.
*

*

150 foot lot. Frame
shed. Fireplace, air$11,000.
•

BEAUTIFUL 12'x60
riew lot at Pine Bluff
entral heat and air, 4
iped for year around
buy at $9,000.00.

FOR SALE

********************

7E, 242 miles North of

WANT ADS WA y

Call
4
4
753-1916•
•

11*

GIFTWARE for ALL OCCASIONS

Where your
nightmares
end...1111111Wlitli
WO&

there's

23.
23.

13.
83.
23.
13,
13.

bulbissimo!
Shirley Garden Center

thru

Classifie
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This Winter a "Gas Bomb"
May Help Heat Your Home
By GROVER BRINKMAN
Central Press A ‘,,s admit
FREEBURG, Ill.
In the heat ,t tile summer man prepares
for his comfort during the sub-zeno !,,ys of winter.
During the
past decades, man has deserted the .,,,a0d-saw of his
grandfather,
the coal-stoker furnace of his fat_bri mid instead
heats his home
with electricity or gas. And as n,. omes by the
millions are
thus heated, new problems arise.
One of the problems utilities fa• 1- to provide enough
electricity or gas on those cold, winti', days when
the peak load
of fuel consumed doubles or even truth.,
Hence a new building image is dotting the
landscape, huge
spherical tanks that are known to the trade as
"gas bombs."
Here at Freeburg, one of these new spherical
gas facilities,
constructed at a cost of $1.6 million is nearing
completion. F,rom
the distance it resembles a huge basketball lying on
a level Wain.
But up close it turns into a steel sphere. 65 feet
tall, sitting on
a concrete pad like a nesting
hen. It is capable of holding
Photo By Glean Exam
900.000 gallons of propane gas.
KENTUCKY VOTERS GETTING YOUNGER? Jim Hoo,Republi
Its builders say it may never
can candidate for Lt. Governor,
took time out from his bus) campaign schedule yeaterd:
be needed. But if the therJ show third and fourth grade students
from Faxon School his airplane. The students were tourin; the
mometer should drop below zero
Murray airport, Kyle Field, when
next winter, and stay there for
Host arrived.
NEW YORK (UPI)—Prices
any length of time, it might be
narrowly
higher
in
needed very badly. So the utili- were
ty isn't taking chances. People moderately active trading at
contract for gas to heat their the opening on the New York
homes, and they expect the gas Stock Exchange today.
(Continued from Page II
lines to be fully energized at all
Shortly after the opening the
times, despite peak Loads on
Dow Jones industrial average
Badly needed now is the cold days.
Death claimed Ruble Norman, Federal
State Market News widening
had picked up 0.51 to 887.70. Of
of Chestnut Street.
age 54, on Thursday at 5:30 a.m. Service
• • •
October 1, 1971

The

Sour,

In M
CalloN

United F

Seen
Ar

MI

Stock Iferiet

Ruble Norman
Dies Thursday

Purchase Area Seen & Heard
Hog Market

the 422 issues traded, there
Doran Road by the new high
at his home at 1103 South 9th Kentuck
"A
y Purchase Area Hog school
certainly needs widening. chances UTILITY can't take were 160 advances, 124 declines.
Street, Mayfield.
on the weather,'' said
Market Report includes 9 buying
Motors were mixed with
He was a retired carpenter and stations
William May, superintendent of
General Motors up Li at 834
Roy Knight and his Street the facility.
a member of the High Point Receipts
: Act. 857 Est. 2500 Departm
ent crew is ending the Described as a propane vapor and Ford down Ls to 69%.
Baptist Church at Mayfield.
Barrows and Gilts k4 highcr Sows
work on putting down curbs and plant, the facility will feed pro- Chrysler picked up the same
The deceased is survived by his steady to ,4 higher
gutters on Sycamore extended by pane into the utility's natural amount to 28%. American
wife, Mrs. Lovell Norman of
gas lines during periods of high Motors
slipped % to 7%.
the
new high school. Incidentally usage.
Mayfield; two sons, Ronnie and US
Pipelines can carry just
1-3 200-240 lbs., 19.75-20.25
Chemicals were firm. Allied
work is progressing on the so much
Donnie Norman of Mayfield; US
gas, and when an ex1-2 200-230 lbs., 20.25-20.50
Chemical added
Vocational School, located just treme peak is reached,
to 32% and
three daughters, Mrs. Charles US 2-4
there
200-240 lbs., 119.50-19.75
east
isn't
of
the nigh school.
enough gas to go around. Monsanto % to 51%. Du Pont
McClure of Symsonia, Mrs. US
2-4 240-260 lbs., 19.00-19.50
So during the summer gave up % to 153%.
Richard Adams, and Mrs. US 3-4
260-280 lbs., 18.50-19.00
Oils showed little trend,
Dropped by Federal Savings months, there is a concerted
Kenneth Martin, both of Sows
and Loan the other day and those effort by all utilities to store Jersey Standard at 72, Atlantic
Mayfield; seven grandchildren. US 1-2 270-350
pipeline gas for the following
lbs., 16.00-17.00
Richfield at 69%, California
folks have literally worked
Norman is also survived by US 1-3 300-650
lbs., 15.00-16.00
wonders with the building. The winter's use. Most of this gas Standard at 56x-• and Occidental
three brothers, Boyce Norman US 2-3
450-650 lbs., 14.50-15.00 a
is stored within the Earth itself, at
151.4- were unchanged from
exterior is very pleasing and the in
and Artell Norman, both of few down
underground caverns that
to 13.00.
hursday's closing prices.
interior was completely done have been pre-tested.
Murray Route Two, and Buck Boars
The utili10.50-11.50.
over and made into a highly ties know how much gas can be Pennzoil moved up 1-4 to 25.
Norman of Paris, Tenn.; two
modern
stored
sisters, Mrs. GayIon Carroll of
in each underground cavbusiness building.
In the airlines Pan Am was
ity at their command.
Calloway County and Mrs. Wilma
Ls higher to 10% while TWA
But
even so, more and more
Good to see Gary's Food
Heath of Lone Oak.
eased 1,4 to 30%. The two firms
gas is being uSetd daily by
Market doing well.
Funeral services will be held
A hard millions of consumers, and the called off discussions on a.
new
working young fellow.
Saturday at two p.m. at the
merger.
storage facilities must be set possible
American
Roberts Funeral Home Chapel, Mrs. Bailie Duncan succumbed
up. So the spherical tanks seem Airlines fell back L8 to 36.
Thanks to Mrs. Beck Wilson for to be the answer. They can be
Mayfield, with Rev. James Tharp Thursday at 8:08 a.m, at the
Most movements in the
officiating. Burial will be in the Western Baptist Hospital, the unusual plant she brought by. set near railroad facilities, and
mercurial electronics were in
Highland Park Cemetery at Paducah. She was 82 years of age Found in the deep woods it seems refilled with propane gas from
fractions. Magnavox gave up %
Mayfield. Friends may call at the and her death followed an illness kin to the toadstool-mold family. tank cars as needed.
Natural pipeline gas produce to 51. Motorola rose L• to 747 ,
Anyway it is unusual and we'll 850 BTUs
funeral home
one week.
per cubic foot and Memorex the same amount to
propane produces 2000, a much 34. Burroughs
She was the wife of Tony put it out.
slipped '•-• to
hotter
gas. So propane is mixed 134i,4
Duncan, of Paducah Route Six
with
the pipeline gas at a ratio
who died July 2, 1966. She was a
American
Telephone
was
of 3-to-20. The consumer will
member of the East Baptist
unchanged at 43'es.
not be able to determine a
Church. Paducah. Mrs. Duncan
difference, except in the fact
From The
he is getting a slightly hotter
Funeral services for Mrs. Lena was born November 25, 1888, and
flame in his furnace or kitchen REAGANS'
Willoughby of New Concord will her parents were Rufus PenTRIP TO JAPAN
range.
be held Saturday at two p.m. at nington and Elizan Harris
TOKYO (UPI( —The JapaA
special
type
of
steel
and
the New Mt. Carmel Baptist Pennington.
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- S.. Rich Harvest

„

State investigator Ancel McDuffee inspects three martins/la
plants estimated to be worth $1.000.
photo by Lance King

Marijuana Said Worth $1,000—

'Potted' Plant Harvest Nabbed
A 40 year old Illinois man ran into a bit of
trouble Wednesday morning when he attempted
to harvest a thousand-dollar crop.
His crop was marijuana and the trouble he ran
into was the Stewart County Sheriff's Department and Tennessee Bureau of Criminal -Investigation Agent Ancel McDuffee.
McDuffee identified the hapless harvester as
Landon Ray Fisher of Alton, Ill.
He said Fisher was arrested at the home of his
father, Fred Fisher, near the Between the Lakes
Shopping Center in Stewart County.

MeDuffee said three stalks of marijuana, 12,
10, and 6 feet tall, were growing behind the/
shopping center alongside a gravel road in plain -;-"
view.
The TBI agent said officers had been watcnutg
the area for weeks, waiting for the grower to
attempt his harvest.
McDuffee said the load of -pot" Is -the largest
amount I have run into at any onetime."
Fisher is to appear this week in Stewart
County General Sessions Court on charges of
possessing marijuana.
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GINGER POSES FOR SATELLITE PORTRAIT—This photo release
d by the Depart

ment
of Commerce shows Hui ricane Ginger before
she slammed into North Carolina.

"Where You Save Does Make A Difference"

Mother Local
Woman Expires

Rites Are Today
For Mrs. Ivy Key

We Pay An Extra Quarter!

October is the month to
move your money to us
for Higher Earnings!

Interest Paid Quarterly On All Certificates and Passbooks

Murray Branch
Federal Savings and Loan
Main at 7th St.
Phone 753-7921.
* For Special Convenience Use Our
Drive-in Window *
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